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ABSTRACT

A Self-Study of the Shifts in Teacher Educator Knowledge Resulting From the Move From In-Person to Online Instruction

Celina Dulude Lay
Educational Inquiry, Measurement, and Evaluation, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy

Given the competing contexts of teacher education, it is important to uncover what teacher educator knowledge concerning curriculum design and development emerges in design, implementation, and instruction during the transition from in-person to online contexts. Yet, there is little research that uncovers teacher educator knowledge in curriculum making generally, and more specifically, how this knowledge is carried forward or changed as teacher educators create and enact online teaching. Because transitions are an important time to uncover tacit and embodied understanding, in this self-study of teacher education practice (S-STEP), I examined my own teacher educator knowledge during planning, teaching, and reflecting as I shifted to teaching online. Seven strands of teacher educator knowledge were represented in analytic narrative vignettes and identified as knowledge of content, fixed and fluid elements of course design, milieu, pedagogical intent, preservice teacher knowledge and belief, the value and fragility of relationships, and theory. Then I examined each of the strands separately as a way to discuss findings more holistically. By shifting the teaching context, I questioned and deepened my knowledge of preparing preservice teachers. Further, the analysis revealed how these seven strands of my teacher educator knowledge were interconnected, made stronger, and interacted differently during the stages of planning, teaching, and reflecting. Such intimate study of my own teacher educator knowledge revealed my obligations, responsibilities, and commitments to preservice teachers and the students they will teach. Studies that examine the shifts in teaching context have the potential to identify and highlight the complexities of teacher educator knowledge, thereby making a useful contribution to the research conversation in teacher education. By recognizing and naming their teacher educator knowledge, teacher educators can sharpen and improve their practice as they design courses, especially including improvements in online teacher education, participate in constructing programs, and defend their programs in accreditation processes.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Both nationally and internationally, educational institutions that provide teacher education have increasingly looked to online education as a solution to supporting the learning and development of teachers and teaching (American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education [AACTE], 2013; Cutri, Mena, & Whiting, 2020; Dede et al., 2009; Downing & Dyment, 2013; Redmond, 2015; Robinson & Latchem, 2003). Since the 1990’s, institutions of higher education have encouraged or mandated more online course offerings (North American Council for Online Learning [NACOL], 2007; Vaughan, 2007), and online learning has also consistently been the most researched topic in educational technology (Kimmons, 2020). Colleges of education have looked to online courses as the solution to economic concerns, access, consistency, and availability (Borko et al., 2010; Dell et al., 2008; Pelliccione et al., 2019). In all stages of teacher preparation, from preservice coursework and field experiences to in-service teacher professional development, online programs have become a common solution (Cutri & Whiting, 2018; Lay et al., 2020).

Teacher educators are increasingly asked to deliver their undergraduate, graduate, and professional development in online formats, often without clear guidelines for quality or sufficient professional support for developing online curriculum, using appropriate technological tools and changing platforms (Bussmann et al., 2017; Cutri & Mena, 2020). In fact, institutions assign teacher educators online courses apparently under the assumption that anyone who has taught in-person courses and has some technological skill can immediately and easily create effective online versions of a course. Indeed, ongoing teacher development programs are often put in place without careful attention to whether and how teacher educators can implement those
practices that can bring about changes in teacher practice and thinking (Allman & Pinnegar, 2020).

The move to providing online coursework in teacher education accelerated as institutions responded to the COVID-19 pandemic. Early in March 2020, most universities in the United States sent students home and within days had transitioned classes to online (Arum & Stevens, 2020; Hechinger & Lorin, 2020; McMurtrie, 2020). With the onset of the pandemic, teacher educators were almost immediately required to shift from in-person to online instruction. This has led some people to differentiate online instruction developed before the pandemic with the emergency remote teaching (ERT) that took place beginning in the spring of 2020 in the U.S. (Hodges et al., 2020; Milman, 2020). The COVID-19 pandemic has only increased the demand for effective online teacher education that can be designed, implemented, and assessed with fidelity (Ferdig et al., 2020; Hartshorne et al., 2020).

As teacher educators seek to create optimum curriculum for teacher education in online contexts, they are confronted with limitations and concerns. It is equally important that the pedagogy preservice teachers engage in during teacher education should both mirror and provide preservice teachers with experience in the pedagogies they need to practice when teaching students (Cutri, Whiting, & Bybee, 2020). Further, other characteristics identified as hallmarks of teacher learning such as reflection (Brookfield, 2017; Moon, 1999), field experiences, collaboration, and ongoing interaction across time require serious investigation in how they may be implemented successfully in online contexts (Desimone, 2009; Opfer & Pedder, 2011; Penuel et al., 2007).

In this environment of mandated online teacher education, in which teacher educators are expected to easily and quickly transfer their knowledge of curriculum making to an online
context, the research community needs to better understand what shifts in teacher educator knowledge will be most efficacious for teacher educators engaging in moving their course to online formats. Yet, the research community does not have codified accounts of this kind of knowledge (Vanassche & Berry, 2020). Uncovering this knowledge could make an important contribution to this research conversation in teacher education.

Much of teacher educator knowledge is tacit and embodied. Researchers who study tacit knowing understand that studies that seek to uncover such knowledge are most likely to be successful when shifts in practice reveal this knowing and make it visible (Pinnegar & Hamilton, 2009). Therefore, studying teacher educators’ knowledge as they engage in moving an in-person class to an online format is the kind of context which holds the greatest potential for uncovering the tacit knowledge that teacher educators hold concerning creating optimum learning experiences for pre-service teachers. In addition, identifying teacher education practices particularly attuned to changing teacher belief and disposition would be important for supporting teacher educators as they engaged in curriculum making for online teacher education.

Statement of the Problem

In the recent, accelerated transition from in-person to online teacher education, we have not carefully looked at the knowledge teacher educators hold for designing and constructing online courses. It is essential that teacher educators moving out of emergency remote teaching into more stable remote teaching contexts continue to consider, identify, and implement evidence-based approaches as communities of practice, collaboration, and reflection in online teaching contexts. While researchers have asserted what constitutes quality teaching practice for adults in online settings, it is important in teacher education that these practices are not just incorporated into courses but made explicit, modeled, and engaged in by students.
Teacher educator knowledge is for the most part embodied and tacit. Such embodied knowledge can be vital to the research community when this knowledge is uncovered and made explicit. It is important for teacher educators to identify this knowledge, share it within the research conversation in teacher education, and thereby invite other teacher educators to learn from their own teacher educator knowledge in practice. Yet, there is little research that uncovers teacher educator knowledge in curriculum making generally, and more specifically, how this knowledge is carried forward or changed as teacher educators create and enact online teaching.

Statement of Purpose

In this study focused on the particular (Hamilton & Pinnegar, 2015), I inquired into my understanding of my experience, specifically my teacher educator knowledge, while developing and teaching a course online that I have previously taught in a face-to-face format. Building off of Vanassche and Berry’s (2020) work, I conceptualized teacher educator knowledge as a “socio-relational accomplishment” that is “shaped and reshaped” through the actions in “particular practice situations” (p.184). Given this focus of teacher educator knowledge as uncovered in practice and in a situated context, Vanassche and Berry (2020) argued for the use of self-study of practice as a strategy for uncovering and sharing this kind of knowledge.

The specific practice situation that I wondered about in this narrative self-study is my transition from in-person teaching to online teaching. The research question/wonder that I inquired into was how my transition to online teaching revealed my teacher educator knowledge and commitments. Acknowledging Vanassche and Berry’s (2020) assertion that such knowledge would best be revealed as a socio-relational accomplishment that is shaped and reshaped in interaction, my inquiry into this research question was accomplished with the aid of a critical friend.
This inquiry was also undertaken because an important goal of self-study is that it must improve practice (see LaBoskey, 2004). In my career as a teacher and teacher educator, I always feel an obligation to improve my practice, but especially felt this obligation when faced with an online teaching context that was relatively new and unfamiliar. In the transition to teaching in an online setting, I took up the opportunity to examine my knowledge of content, curriculum design, implementation, and instruction.

Therefore, the purpose of this project was to explore teacher educator knowledge and the shifts in teacher educator knowledge that occurred as I, interacting with a critical friend, moved from curriculum-making for in-person courses to curriculum-making for online courses (Clandinin et al., 2009; Connelly & Clandinin, 1988). In an environment of mandated online teacher education, teacher educators are expected to easily and quickly shift their knowledge of curriculum making to various formats. Transitions are an important time to uncover tacit and embodied understanding. By examining my own teacher educator knowledge, it could make a useful contribution to this research conversation in teacher education. Indeed, given the competing contexts of teacher education, it is important to uncover what teacher educator knowledge concerning curriculum design and development emerges in design, implementation, and instruction during the transition from in-person to online contexts.

**Research Question**

This study addressed the following research question: What does my transition to online teaching reveal about my teacher educator knowledge?
CHAPTER 2

Review of Literature

In the second edition of the *Handbook of Research on Teacher Education*, Ducharme and Ducharme (1996) stated that there is often confusion in the teacher education research landscape regarding what it is we know and how we use what we know. They recommended the investigation of the preparation and experience of teacher educators as an area of needed research; specifically, they recommended inquiry into teacher educators' understandings of pedagogy, attitudes toward learners, and self-concepts of teacher educators themselves. Researchers since this time have directly and indirectly addressed these questions using a range of methodologies but mostly qualitative research (Clandinin & Husu, 2017; Loughran & Hamilton, 2016).

In this literature review, I provide an overview of what we know about teacher education both nationally and internationally, although with a North American emphasis. This overview includes ongoing tensions in teacher education, how these tensions have influenced the trend to online teacher education, and how we are currently using what we know. Then I consider what we know about teacher educator knowledge, including theoretical, methodological, and pedagogical considerations, how teacher educator knowledge informs online education, and how teacher educators are currently using what they know to prepare teachers post-pandemic.

Overview of Teacher Education

There has always been tension at the heart of teacher education (Sikula, 1996, pp. xv-xxiii). These are ongoing dilemmas that emerge from conflicting aims. Yet, instead of raging at intractable, irreconcilable ideas, it is more productive for teacher educators to approach these tensions “as elements that are necessary, even enjoyable, for the growth and learning that they
bring” (Berry, 2007, p. 42). The first tension is the problematic positioning of teacher education within institutions of higher education. A second tension revolves around enacting teacher education—whether the approach to preparing teachers should be teacher training or teacher education. The third dilemma addresses the conflict between university coursework and public school field experiences. Despite these continuing tensions, the research indicates that the prevailing commitments in teacher education are to turn toward scholarship, education, and an integration of theory and practice and reflection (Kitchen, 2020). These commitments and associated prevailing best practices are currently being negotiated in online teacher education on a global scale.

**Tension of Teacher Education Within Institutions**

The first tension is the problematic positioning of teacher education within institutions of higher education. Both nationally and internationally, faculty in schools of education have difficulty being respected as scholars (Cochran-Smith & Fries, 2005; Davey, 2013; Goodlad, 1990a; Lanier & Little, 1986). Preparing to be a teacher still does not inspire the same kind of status and admiration as a similar student preparing for business, medicine, or law, even when assessments of preservice teacher knowledge in comparison to other disciplines indicate that preservice teachers’ level of knowledge is the same as those who are preparing to work in other disciplines (Darling-Hammond et al., 2017). Similarly, faculty who are preparing those teachers do not inspire the same kind of status and admiration as faculty of other fields at institutions of higher education, even though many of these institutions began as normal schools to prepare teachers (Davey, 2013).

The more scholarly and recognized teacher educators become, the more likely their research is to drift from the practical and useful and become increasingly more distanced from
teacher education (Goodlad et al., 1990). Also, as teacher educators become recognized for scholarship, the less likely the institution is to allow them to engage in teacher education, which again relegates them to positions distanced from and less practical and useful to schools (Clifford & Guthrie, 1990; Pinnegar, 2017). Indeed, there is constant public skepticism about the value of a teacher educator’s credentials and how teacher education can translate to both practical skill and knowledge (Davey, 2013; Garbett, 2013). As summed up by Clifford and Guthrie (1990), “Schools of education are perpetual targets for criticism” (p. 37).

Social and political tension in teacher education can be traced to the beginnings of teacher preparation in the United States. Formalized teacher education in the United States emerged almost 200 years ago in response to the urbanization of communities and with the creation of normal schools in most states (Schwartz, 1996). As communities sought for more and better teachers for their children, normal schools opened and began to professionalize teaching, often at the high school level and sometimes including some time spent at a laboratory school housed in a school of education campus (Clifford & Guthrie, 1990). These first teacher preparation institutions were state-operated. Some normal schools were didactic in design, with explicit training on when and how to do what, without delving into why, and others, like the Dewey schools, focused more on a teacher education approach (Ducharme & Ducharme, 1996; Goodlad, 1984).

After World War I, normal schools evolved to include courses in pedagogy and learning theories, and soon the normal schools were absorbed or changed into state colleges or universities (Schwartz, 1996). At many of these institutions of higher education, prospective teachers were required to take a series of courses, which emerged as a blend of liberal arts requirements and criteria developed state by state for accreditation. Therefore, from the
beginning, aims of teacher education have been influenced by state directives for schooling, a
need in both rural and urban communities for teachers, and the evolving formation of institutions
of higher education.

When *A Nation at Risk* was published in 1983 (National Commission on Excellence in
Education [NCEE], 1983), teacher educators absorbed the blows for the perceived failing state of
education in the U.S. More than a decade later, in another federal report, *What Matters Most:
Teaching for America’s Future* (National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future
[NCTAF], 1996) advocated better teacher preparation and professional development but with a
market-based agenda designed with standards in mind and the power to close down
underperforming teacher education programs. According to Bullough (2019),

the report was written as though nothing had been done to improve teacher education
since the publication of *A Nation at Risk*. The message was beginning to sink in: there
was no way to satisfy the critics of teacher education who, by exploiting a deep-seated
historic American faith in the reformative and restorative powers of education, shifted
onto teachers and teacher educators the blame for the results of poorly conceived and
sometimes mean-spirited social and economic policies that encouraged all sorts of
mischief for children, families, schools, and the wider society. (p. 36)

Indeed, through many presidents, the United States federal government has invaded every state
with reform efforts for schools and teacher education such as *No Child Left Behind* and *Race to
the Top* that are based in an aggressive neoliberal political agenda (Bullough, 2019).

In the 2000’s, state-sponsored teacher education continued to be portrayed as failing, and
particularly in the U.S., government funding was more likely to be provided to private programs
than to university programs (Zeichner, 2018). Accreditation by the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) was often difficult even at schools with established reputations for quality teacher preparation (Bullough et al., 2003). In this environment, some recent voices for education reform omit teacher education as even having a role in the process of reimagining “what schools could be” (e.g., Dintersmith, 2018). In his book, Dintersmith visited and reported on numerous schools, but it never seemed to occur to him that these innovative approaches he lauded were probably based on research conducted by teacher educators. Nor did he consider the role teacher educators in higher education institutions may have played in supporting teachers in developing these practices either in preservice or inservice professional learning capacities.

There are other ways that lawmakers and stakeholders undercut traditional teacher education programs while simultaneously holding them accountable for perceived failures in student learning. The current trend in most states and even internationally is for some teachers to have the option to receive their credentials through alternative paths or be assigned to teach out-of-field (Mulvihill & Martin, 2019; Van Overschelde & Piatt, 2020). Even though most teachers were then and still are prepared in college and university programs, these programs receive less and less funding from their respective states. Yet colleges of teacher education, unlike alternative routes to teaching, are still charged with producing measurable results and evidence of high-performance (National Research Council [NRC], 2010).

While teacher education was historically looked to as a way for governments to establish and regulate a teaching force, some countries have increased regulatory measures on teacher education to a breaking point. These wider policy pressures have influenced teacher education within institutions of higher education to be managed in a more market-driven approach with pressure to produce results and provide quality assurance (Brown et al., 2016; Yuan, 2016).
Within their countries and institutions, teacher educators occupy tricky spaces of increased mandates and decreased resources, often required to conduct research that is respected and relevant, collaborate richly with stakeholders, schools, and in-service teachers, and provide “just what is needed” to prospective teachers. Ultimately, the many ways teacher educators participate in preparing teachers are complex and undervalued.

Pressured by a market-based agenda and even by student demands for online courses (Miller & Ribble, 2010), there is a sense that shifting to online formats both in K-12 settings and in higher education is a simple thing. The popularity and explosive growth of online teacher education often outpaces rigorous empirical research. The work of producing online courses is demanding on time and resources, limiting opportunities for systematic empirical research that could provide guidelines for improving the quality. Additionally, a key participant and critical presence to the success of an online teacher learning program, the technology support expert, is rarely visible or represented in the research (Lay et al., 2020).

Because of these increased demands, many colleges of teacher education have looked to online teacher education as a solution in the face of dwindling financial investment. This popularity has been motivated in part by the potential of technology to address issues of access and delivery, but particularly cost (AACTE, 2013; Cutri & Whiting, 2018; Latchem & Robinson, 2003). Thus, this dilemma of the problematic positioning of teacher education within institutions of higher education directly influences the current turn toward online teacher education. In the research, there is limited investigation of the ways that moving online may require a shift in teacher educator thinking or an expansion of knowledge and pedagogies. Therefore, it is important to have local studies that formally inquire into teacher educator knowledge and the
shifts that occur in teacher educators’ knowledge concerning curriculum design and development as they transition from designing and implementing instruction in-person to online contexts.

**Tension of Teacher Preparation as Training Versus Education**

The second dilemma revolves around enacting teacher education—whether the approach to preparing teachers should be teacher training or teacher education. Over the years, teacher education has sometimes leaned toward a training approach to prepare teachers with a set of articulated competencies. Other times it has followed an education approach which supports preservice teachers in building on what they already know and involves theoretical and practical experiences with schools and students. A training approach to teacher education implies that the skills needed to teach well are completely definable. In fact, the new orientation to teacher preparation practices is based on the assumption that teachers can be trained on signature practices (Ball & Forzani, 2009). This question has been deeply debated as many researchers have made assertions about what knowledge and skills beginning teachers should have acquired in their teacher preparation programs (Cochran-Smith & Zeichner, 2005).

Due to the early and ongoing myriad of stakeholders and many voices trying to distill what teachers need to know, approaches to teacher education are not easily agreed upon. Initially, in the U.S., normal schools established that teacher preparation should include content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and application and practice of both. In the wake of the Industrial Revolution and in North America experiencing a massive immigration from Europe, governments invested in teacher education to educate the masses in the most efficient way (Altenbaugh & Underwood, 1990). While Dewey (1929/2013) endorsed teacher education that was based in theory and centered in experience, historically what became prevalent were teacher
education courses slanted toward sorting children for efficient mass schooling and smooth entry into the economic structure,

exemplified by the growth of standardized testing and distinct vocational programs to at least the 1920s, and curriculum and instruction driven by frequent assessment of microskill attainment—the latter a tradition dating to the earliest common schools, given a great boost by the competency-based education movement in the late 1960s and 1970s. Undergirding this particular values orientation of schooling have been rigid grouping practices—by grade levels, perceived ability, presumed job future, handicapping condition, and even behavior—that eloquent but drowned-out voices have been decrying since at least the turn of the century. (Levin, 1990, p. 52)

Levin’s description sums up the tension of skill-based, competence-slanted teacher education.

This tension is ongoing and not isolated to the United States. For example, Gage (1972) asserted the need to articulate the teaching process “into various component activities” (p. 20) which has been taken up again in the signature pedagogy movement (see Ball & Forzani, 2009). In Canada, for example, Clandinin (2000) described such a set of component skills as knowledge for teaching, but cautioned that teacher education programs only oriented to a knowledge for teaching may result in detached, fragmented bits that must be transmitted. In contrast, Clandinin (2000) has argued for an alternative view of “teacher knowledge,” wherein “teachers hold knowledge that comes from experience, is learned in context, and is expressed in practice” (p. 29). According to Pantić and Wubbles (2012), teacher educators in many countries feel the tension of a culture focused on curriculum (in which preservice teachers are amassing skills) and an opposing culture more in the German Didaktik tradition, in which “the essential aim of
teaching is ‘Bildung’—unfolding by learning a process of the formation of the student self and linking it to the world” (p. 65).

Like the Didaktik tradition, others have long advocated for a more holistic approach that supports preservice teachers in having experiences to practice theory and theorize practice (Clandinin et al., 1993; Darling-Hammond, 2006; Doyle, 1990). Holt-Reynolds' (1991, 1992) research provided clear evidence that the knowledge and beliefs preservice teachers have that they bring to their teacher preparation program influences their learning. This has implications for the knowledge base for teaching and also for decisions about teacher education curriculum and pedagogies.

Questions about both a knowledge base for teaching and assessments for beginning teachers are ongoing, as researchers have tried to establish exactly what beginning teachers should know. This has shaped the more recent curriculum of teacher education, the accreditation requirements of teacher accreditation institutions, and teacher assessments. Although she advocates a more holistic education approach, Clandinin (2000) described this orientation well,

Knowledge and skills [more recently decomposed practices] are assumed to be possessions, held and performed by people in objective ways … We teach how to plan a lesson, a unit, a theme; how to discipline a child; how to conduct oneself within the professional code of ethics; how to convey a particular science concept … In each course or part of a program, a set of knowledge, skills, and attitudes is presented, and students are tested to see if they have acquired the set. Student teaching is the time for students to apply those bits of knowledge in practice. (pp. 28–29)

Clandinin argued that under this knowledge for teaching approach to teacher education the content knowledge and skills for teaching it are divided out across the teacher education
curriculum. It is during field experiences that preservice teachers are to integrate that knowledge and, almost invariably, at this point teacher educators are absent.

In a review of literature, Kagan (1992) proposed an approach to teacher preparation that pointed toward itemized training. In rebuttal to Kagan's review, Grossman (1992) expressed concern that teacher preparation cannot be divided neatly into classroom management tips and study of teaching and learning. She named other current research that supported the inclusion of moral dimensions, reflection on practice, and expansion of past prior knowledge and experience to teacher preparation.

Traditional evidence for making a judgment about a preservice teacher’s readiness to teach have long been based on proxies such as completion of coursework or grades from evaluations (Mayer, 2013). Ball and Forzani (2009) aligned themselves with a micro-skill training approach by advocating that we identify core practices and train preservice teachers to enact first the elements and then the whole practice. According to Ball and Forzani (2009), the work of a teacher is specialized and requires professional training. Indeed, “most adults do not naturally develop the ability to perform the tasks required of teachers” (p. 500). Even more recently, in her book *Teaching Core Practices in Teacher Education*, Grossman (2018) has shifted her stance and voiced this view, advocating for the explicit teaching of core practices for preservice and novice teachers by breaking down pedagogical skills into their component parts and then training them.

Since the 1990’s, governments, schools, and other policymakers have concentrated more than ever before on improving the quality of teacher education (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization [UNESCO], 2007). Many countries with growing economies are currently looking to teacher education to enable them to establish and regulate a
teaching force. However, many of these programs are pressured by top-down government and institutional directives, which often results in attempts to break down teaching knowledge into itemized lists.

At the same time, there continues to be a strong group of proponents that seek to prepare teachers by identifying their strengths and building from there. This capacity-oriented framework does not stop at academic coursework, but also includes opportunities for preservice teachers to learn methods of inquiry and reflection and experience the importance of developing relationships with families and communities (Abu El-Haj & Rubin, 2009). Further, practices and assessments for preparing teachers in issues of social justice and equity cannot successfully be broken down into micro-skills. Teacher preparation that engages preservice teachers in differentiating instruction for diverse learners often begins with engaging preservice teachers in identifying their own cultural, social, and linguistic capital.

Adding to the difficulty of how teacher preparation should be oriented—as training or as education—is the ongoing debate of whether teachers are born or made. The nativist myth adds to the tension because many stakeholders, teachers included, conclude that being a good teacher is an inherent quality and all a teacher may need from teacher education is to acquire a few tricks of the trade and a university degree for certification (Ball & Forzani, 2009; Darling-Hammond, 2006; Scott & Dinham, 2008). In contrast, both Goodlad (1984) and Bullough and colleagues (1991) made the argument that some teacher candidates may enter the program with better dispositions or skills, but any person can be educated to be a teacher.

Training and education are often presented as dichotomous tensions, but according to Bullough (2019), “training is not a substitute for education, but teacher education without attention to training brings its own serious defects” (p. 50). As Pinnegar (1997) explained, no
matter how competently a preservice teacher can “perform a skill or exhibit a particular disposition which we require, when they leave us it will most likely drop from their repertoire unless there is a place in their understanding of experience (what it will be like as they become a teacher) to which it can connect” (p. 44). Thus, this dilemma of how to treat the balance of training and education is a pertinent one to consider for designing high-quality teacher education programs.

It is in this context that institutions of higher education began offering more online classes and researchers began investigating the range of pedagogies available in online formats (Garrison et al., 2004; Vaughan, 2007). As online teacher education expanded, researchers began to study drawbacks and affordances of preparing teachers online and question how educative their classes could be (Dell et al., 2008; McQuiggan, 2007; Vaughan, 2007). Thus, the tension of teaching as training or as education is also present in online teacher preparation course development.

Online teacher education that aligns with a teaching-as-training orientation is popular for many reasons. First, online programs allow institutions to increase the size and scale of their programs, in order to provide teacher education or teacher professional development to more people. Indeed, as long as students have sufficient digital access, more teachers can be prepared from anywhere, even reaching remote locations in need of more and better trained teachers. Online students are also easily evaluated using easily obtained digital data such as time spent online. Further, it is appealing to be able to order online workshops or training that can be designed to meet specific educational needs (Lay et al., 2020). The ease of producing checklist-type coursework online (which is frequently demanded by students as well) adds to the growing popularity of online offerings. In short, many of the relevant pressures that have led institutions
to choose online formats lend themselves to a teacher training orientation—teacher preparation that can be distilled to a set of skills (Dahal & Pangeni, 2019; Hew & Brush, 2007; Wambugu, 2018).

In contrast, many in teacher education research also investigate how online teacher education can include spaces for reflection, discussion, and engaging preservice teachers in building knowledge that is political, moral, and ethical, while also modeling effective online teaching practices (Dell et al., 2008; Grant et al., 2018; Mills et al., 2009). There is growing evidence that in online teacher learning, participatory or learning community practices have worked better than some content-driven approaches, especially in the area of online teacher professional development (e.g., Masters et al. 2012; So et al., 2009; Wang & Lu, 2012). It is perhaps more of a challenge to approach online teacher education as capacity-building rather than competence-based, but designers and researchers committed to sociocultural teaching practices are investigating online course design in order to choose what skills, applications, or teacher engagement strategies will most effectively influence desired teacher learning and support preservice teachers in developing in sociocultural pedagogy (Hambacher et al., 2018; Murphy & Pinnegar, 2018).

Entire online teacher education programs or a few online courses have been the norm at universities and for teacher preparation for 20 years. Research and investigation of effective ways of conceptualizing online teacher professional learning have not yet caught up to the demand. Given the circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic, employing methodologies and methods that acknowledge the complexity and situatedness of preparing teachers online is particularly crucial as conditions of crisis, and even trauma, characterize the design and implementation of online teacher education. For this reason, it is important, perhaps more than
ever before, for teacher educators to investigate their own teacher educator knowledge as they
develop and teach courses in online contexts.

_Tension of Teacher Education Coursework and Field Experiences_

A third tension in teacher preparation addresses the value of university coursework in
relation to public school field experiences. This tension emerges from long-standing discussions
of the theory/practice divide (Schwab, 1960/1978) and the previous discussion of the
fragmentation of the components of knowledge of teaching as opposed to a more holistic
education approach. Even those teacher educators who advocate a core-skill, teacher training
approach do not completely discard a commitment in the field to scholarship, or to the study of
educational, critical, and pedagogical theory (Ball & Forzani, 2009; Grossman, 2018).

Historically, there has been a perceived disconnect between university courses in teacher
education and field experiences (Zeichner, 2010). Pinnegar (2017) labeled this a conundrum,
describing how during field experiences preservice teachers are no longer in a student
relationship with their teacher educators, so they naturally look to the teachers they are working
with in schools for advice from those living in practice. This is often when content taught in
university courses could either be taken up or rejected, and “who preservice teachers seek out to
solve their need to perform well is determined by how they label the press of experience they are
currently navigating (coursework or field experience)” (p. 213). Clandinin’s (2000) distinction
between knowledge of teaching and teacher knowledge highlights this tension, indicating that the
education of preservice teachers begins, in their view, not with theory they learned in the
university but with their experiences in the field. In this context, the pieces of teacher training
become useful only insofar as preservice teachers connect those skills to their developing teacher
knowledge during field experiences (pp. 29-30).
Those who are in support of teacher education that is more clinically oriented often express an aversion to theory (Kagan, 1992; Zeichner, 2018). Preservice teachers themselves characteristically value practice over theory, finding irrelevant such courses as educational philosophy (Goodlad, 1990b). Yet, as stated by Clift and Brady (2005), research has borne out the importance of a convergence of practice with theory along with “planned, guided, and sustained interactions with pupils (children and adolescents) within early field and student teaching settings” (p. 316). However, for that to occur, teacher educators themselves have to have accurate knowledge of both practice and theory and bring those experiences together for preservice teachers (Martin, 2017). Because of the many social and political factors driving educational choices, it is impossible ever to resolve decisions about how to develop practice and theory during field experiences, how many and how early these field experiences occur, and how much time and attention teacher educators have to be devoted to each at any given time in a program.

One of the difficulties for responding to this tension is that preservice teachers are often confronted with a leap from university coursework to field experience. Many educational theories do not make this leap to practical application easily (Kimmons & Johnstun, 2019). There is often a chasm from learning a theory, a conceptual model that allows individuals to understand their experience, to applying that theory in practice and seeing immediately how that conceptual model can be applied in particular situations. For example, in the field of educational technology, Kimmons et al. (2020) stated,

Teaching technology integration requires teacher educators to grapple with (a) constantly changing, politically impacted professional requirements, (b) continuously evolving educational technology resources, and (c) varying needs across content disciplines and
contexts. Teacher educators cannot foresee how their students may be expected to use educational technologies in the future or how technologies will change during their careers. (p. 176)

Kimmons et al. then proposed a model designed to help preservice teachers carry forward concepts learned in theory and then apply in future practice in “meaningful, effective, and sustainable ways” (p. 176). The purpose of the model as a tool for attending to new uses of technology in teaching is represented as a matrix with three dimensions on each axis. On the x axis, teacher’s use of tech replaces (R), amplifies (A), or transforms (T) traditional practice. On the y axis, students’ relationship to tech is passive (P), interactive (I), or creative (C). When these components are integrated in a three-by-three matrix, it provides nine points to critically examine the use of technology to promote learning.

Theories of social justice and critical race theory in education provide another example of this tension between coursework and field experience. Investigations into how these theories are enacted in practice are usually about the failure of preservice teachers to embrace these practices. Zeichner (2018) has argued that while so many teacher education programs in the U.S. declare social justice as a major focus of their programs, these programs do not actually transform the practices and develop commitments in preservice teachers to enact the theory they learn, such as culturally responsive teaching. Teacher educators have an important task to explore their tacit knowledge in this area and uncover their knowledge of how university coursework and field experiences could be linked in ways that inform and transform preservice teacher thinking and practice.

Another area of resistance to integrating theory and practice on the part of preservice teachers comes from inquiry approaches to teaching within the various disciplines. Again, this
has been an ongoing problem with most studies reporting the failure of preservice teachers to fully embrace these practices as they become teachers. For example, Klein (2004) reported that preservice teachers are able to “speak the new truths” about inquiry methods of teaching mathematics but in practice and action are not able to establish these methods and pedagogies with learners.

Further, in science education, preservice science teachers have found it challenging and even overwhelming to enact effective inquiry methods while also developing a complex conceptual knowledge of science (Hume & Berry, 2011). Fazio and colleagues (2010) reported that preservice teachers are prepared during university coursework to engage in inquiry-based science methods and even show evidence of understanding and competence. However, during field experiences, a large number of preservice teachers fail to observe experienced teachers engaging in inquiry-based practices or be mentored in them.

Finally, in the discipline of physical education, researchers have identified evidence of effective practices such as meaningful engagement but have also documented the challenge of implementing these practices in their courses. P.E. teacher educators find it particularly challenging to provide preservice teachers with field experiences that allow them to engage in, identify, adapt, and interpret these principles and practices (Fletcher et al., 2018). Guidance in responding to this ongoing tension between university coursework and field experiences might be provided by studies that explored teacher educator knowledge about how to respond to this issue.

Research in teacher education has not answered these questions in ways that could help resolve these tensions. While the divide is often studied, efforts to uncover teacher educator knowledge about bridging this divide have not been extensively explored. Indeed, research like
Martin’s (2017) study (as well as Thomas [2017] and Bullock [2017] in the same issue) that focus on what teacher educators know and understand about most effectively connecting university coursework and field experiences could guide teacher educator practice.

The tension of university coursework and field experiences extends into online teacher education as well. The trend for online teacher education has been growing alongside the general trend for more online offerings in higher education. Allen and Seaman (2013), in Changing Course: Ten Years of Tracking Online Education in the United States, reported that 85% of higher education institutions offered courses online and 65% had entire programs online. Of particular concern for teacher educators is that the move to increasing numbers of online course offerings exacerbates the problem of linking university coursework and field experiences. Part of the challenge includes modeling and engaging preservice teachers in evidence-based practices while online, as well as the complexity of preparing teachers to teach in online environments, also online (Dyment & Downing, 2020; Kennedy & Archambault, 2012).

Many of the same challenges that have been documented in face-to-face teacher education are also of concern in online settings. For example, there is the same concern among various disciplines that exists in teacher education that coursework will be delivered like a textbook, rather than modeled by instructors and engaged in by students. Researchers and designers are studying innovative ways to address this concern. In science education, for example, advances have been made in teaching problem-based learning strategies online (Sulisworo & Santyasa, 2018). Just as in their face-to-face courses, online teacher educators of multicultural education still encounter reluctance from preservice teachers to shift their worldviews and integrate new knowledge about diversity. Yet online teacher educators are
documenting useful and promising ways to engage preservice and in-service teachers online in transformative thinking and capture that thinking using online modalities (Grant et al., 2018).

Online teacher education in field experiences also presents both possibilities and limitations to preservice teacher learning and reveals the same tension between theory and practice. Ball and Forzani (2009) proposed the benefits of virtual environments for preservice teachers to practice targeted tasks and activities before working in real school settings. They further suggested that digital environments could allow preservice teachers to practice some skills of teaching in designed settings, simulating a practice teaching experience that students could engage in online. There are other ways teacher educators have studied digital affordances, although most are targeted at management or developing target skills, lacking the holistic context preservice teachers face in actual field experience.

**Teacher Educator Knowledge**

Given the current focus in many disciplines on teacher knowledge and related thinking, it is surprising that there is so little in the research literature on the knowledge of those who prepare teachers. Teacher educator knowledge is a developing field, as evidenced by a broad search using the ERIC database and these terms: teacher educator knowledge, teacher educator AND personal practical knowledge, and teacher educator AND knowledge. A scan of these studies revealed that the attention of teacher educator knowledge has focused more in identifying types of knowledge teacher educators hold and how they may overlap, including content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, the overlapping pedagogical content knowledge, and more recently, knowledge of technology and teaching with technology. A scan of these studies showed that within disciplines there has been much study of pedagogical content knowledge and implications for teacher education and teacher educators (see Berry et al., 2016), but ultimately
this searching resulted in few studies that explore what teacher educator knowledge is and how it is conceptualized.

The research into teacher knowledge—as opposed to teacher educator knowledge—is more prolific. I focus on two important perspectives on teacher knowledge, one emerging from the work of Connelly et al. (1997) on personal practical knowledge and another emerging from the work of Shulman (1986). Study of teacher knowledge surged in the 80’s and 90’s (Connelly et al., 1997), yet since then has not led to a robust research investigation into teacher educator knowledge. This is significant given the assumption, in a standards-based environment, that the quality of teacher education is related to teacher quality (Vanassche & Berry, 2020), and a hope that teacher educator knowledge can influence, improve, or transform teacher knowledge. In fact, the topic of teacher educator knowledge is not included in the most current Sage Handbook of Research on Teacher Education (Clandinin & Husu, 2017). In Loughran and Hamilton’s (2016) International Handbook of Teacher Education, there are chapters on pedagogical content knowledge, pedagogy, pedagogical reasoning, and subject matter knowledge of teacher educators but not teacher educator knowledge. As I looked at the research I did find, I gathered those that are most relevant to what I am trying to uncover, especially Vanassche and Berry’s (2020) recent chapter, Teacher Educator Knowledge, Practice, and S-STTEP Research.

In this section, I begin with a framing discussion of what we do know. Since teacher educator knowledge is often seen as an outgrowth of teacher knowledge, I begin by describing two major conceptions of teacher knowledge. Then I provide an explanation about how teacher educator knowledge does not exist comfortably alongside research on teacher knowledge and highlight tensions that exist. Next, I discuss characteristics of teacher educator knowledge.
Finally, I extend the discussion to recent research on how teacher educators are using what they know to prepare teachers online and post-pandemic.

**Conceptions of Teacher Knowledge**

Connelly and Clandinin’s (1988) notion of the personal practical knowledge of teachers is particularly useful to my conception of teacher educator knowledge. By their definition, personal practical knowledge is a narrative approach to articulating how a teacher participates in educational contexts and encompasses that teacher’s beliefs, practical principles, past experiences, and thinking. Connelly and colleagues (1997) further explained:

Traditionally, it was assumed that teacher characteristics (e.g., warmth, firmness, punctuality) and teaching/learning methods and processes (e.g., lecture, laboratory, seat work, drill) were the main teaching areas of importance to student learning. In contrast to the concern for teacher characteristics and teaching/learning methods, the assumption in teacher knowledge research is that the most important area is what teachers know and how their knowing is expressed in teaching. On this assumption, teacher knowledge and knowing affects every aspect of the teaching act. (p. 666)

According to Connelly and Clandinin (1988), through the use of various field texts, a teacher’s personal practical knowledge is conceptualized through a narrative methodology wherein the field texts are constructed as stories and analyzed to reveal a teacher’s personal metaphor, philosophy, and knowledge. By considering the implications of personal practical knowledge in relation to teacher educator knowledge, teacher educators, like teachers, are also developing a language of practice in order to describe ways of being physically present in a classroom or techniques for managing groups and engaging students in learning. Certainly, teacher educators’ prior experiences inform their curriculum-making and pedagogical decisions
as they prepare teachers, but in the new context of teaching as a teacher educator, they may develop new, changed, or different practices.

Clandinin’s (2000) explanation of teacher knowledge may also further help inform a conception of teacher educator knowledge. In this article, she referred to knowledge for teaching as a how-to-teach approach of a list of skills often seen in teacher education programs, and proposed an alternative conceptualization called teacher knowledge. This alternate, more personal view is that teachers “hold knowledge that comes from experience, is learned in context, and is expressed in practice” (Clandinin, 2000, p. 30). In this way teacher knowledge is different from knowledge for teachers, which can be normalized, standardized, and asserted (Berry et al., 2016). Arguably, this continuum ranging from the general to the situated may hold true for teacher educators as well.

A contrasting view of the knowledge teachers hold has emerged from Shulman (1986). Included in Shulman’s theoretical framework is the concept of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), which delineates a particular kind of knowledge teachers use: an amalgam of subject matter knowledge, knowledge of learners, general pedagogical knowledge, and curricular knowledge that all overlaps and informs the teacher in transforming subject matter into student learning. This concept has been expanded to include knowledge of technology, teaching technology, and using technology to teach (Koehler & Mishra, 2009; Niess, 2011).

Since Shulman’s (1986) original conceptual framework was published, many in the disciplines of science, math, and technology education have built tools and assessments that attempt to measure the content knowledge and PCK teachers should acquire and demonstrate in their respective disciplines. For example, in mathematics education, Hill and colleagues (2008) incorporated multiple choice surveys and used factor analysis to try to distinguish between
content and pedagogical knowledge practicing teachers hold. Depaepe et al. (2013) provided a comprehensive review of the way in which the concept of pedagogical content knowledge has taken hold in mathematics education research. More recently, PCK for teacher educators was investigated in Chick and Beswick’s (2018) study of a framework for identifying the PCK required by math teacher educators in order to teach preservice teachers the PCK needed for teaching mathematics. In science and other disciplines, the same kinds of surveys, advanced statistical analyses, and other quantitative methods have been employed to try to tease apart the detailed knowledge components in each of these disciplines (Loughran et al., 2012; de Kramer et al., 2012).

Indeed, Shulman’s conceptual framework inspired many studies attempting to capture the knowledge and growth of teacher’s pedagogical reasoning, as well as establish what exactly is a knowledge base for the various disciplines. Grossman and Shulman (1994) stated that “the different domains of teacher knowledge are inevitably interactive and interdependent,” situated, complex, and not static (p. 9). Despite this assertion, this research path has often led researchers to choose methods of study and to interpret data in ways that categorize knowledge in decontextualized ways and describe findings using acquisition-oriented language, such as the building of a knowledge base (see p. 7 for Grossman & Shulman’s assertion that this metaphor has been misrepresented). While it is certainly important for teachers to acquire knowledge of teaching, including subject matter expertise, general pedagogical strategies, and specific pedagogical content knowledge, this research focus has lent more support to current efforts to mandate and measure best practices and standards of teaching and less to capturing or describing the contextualized, ongoing development of types of teacher knowledge that Grossman and
Shulman claim as the original purpose. This is perhaps part of the mischief of best practices referred to by Bullough (2019).

**How Teacher Knowledge Research Informs Teacher Educator Knowledge**

The research into teacher knowledge, in its various research paths, has helped inform teacher educators as they prepare teachers. This model is useful for positioning preservice teachers as knowers already and challenging teacher educators to enact the theories and practices they preach. Because teacher educators teach teachers, some researchers use the concepts that guided the development of the research conversation on teacher knowledge as their basis for exploring teacher educator knowledge. Yet, the two do not live very comfortably together and it is not always clear how they fit together.

One way that teacher educator knowledge is more complex to conceptualize than teacher knowledge lies in the moral obligations that are tied to teaching teachers. If teaching is both broader and more personal than just bits of content knowledge and pedagogical skills, then one role of teacher educators may be to help preservice teachers develop their teacher knowledge. Indeed, Clandinin (2000) asserted the importance of supporting preservice teachers in recognizing what they already know and how they can draw it forward in their teaching. Using the lens of teacher knowledge based in Clandinin (2000), the job of a teacher educator is not transferring their knowledge but designing curriculum to help preservice teachers shape and reshape knowledge they already have. And while doing this, teacher educators are always keeping in mind the obligations they have not just to preservice teachers but to unseen children (Arizona Group, 1997).

A moral struggle to “walk the talk” was described by the Arizona Group as beginning teacher educators committed to learning their potential for influence within their institutions of
education. Dewey (1929/2013) cautioned against the “remoteness” and disconnect that can occur between practical experience in the teaching field and research work (p. 43). (This disconnect is an echo of the tension between field experience and university coursework explored earlier in this literature review.) In a response to the tensions between traditional and progressive approaches to education, Dewey (1938/2007) asserted that no matter the approach, students should have freedom to seek and make connections and that teachers have a task to design meaningful, connected learning experiences that students may choose to engage in. For Dewey, it was important for teachers to be constantly interrogating both learning and practice and taking into account the personal experience and education of the learner. Thus, curriculum should be carefully chosen and activities designed for educative moments to occur. The experiences of teachers, informed by and informing their own understandings of content and pedagogy, are also crucial to their craft. While teachers design such learning experiences for students, teacher educators are concerned about creating curricula that will result in teachers (preservice and in-service) developing educative learning experiences for their students.

This description of teacher knowledge as situated in curriculum, informed by the teacher’s experience, and in connection to the learner also informs a conception of teacher educator knowledge (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988). Just as with teacher knowledge, teacher educator knowledge is potentially entwined with personal experience and theory, yet teacher educators often do their work of preparing teachers in remote or disruptive contexts, unseen and not seeing, disconnected from their students, schools, and even from their research.

Another area of complexity is that while many teacher educators first gained their experience as teachers, it is not to be assumed that a good teacher inevitably becomes a good teacher educator (Hadar & Brody, 2017). The knowledge and experiences teacher educators
bring with them about their prior K-12 students, discipline, research or other avenues presumably informs their work of preparing preservice teachers. However, teacher education involves a new context (higher institution), new (adult) students, new obligations (research, field supervision, etc.), and therefore new ways of thinking about teaching and learning. Indeed, there is evidence that teacher educators do use teacher knowledge acquired prior to teaching at colleges of education but with a different focus, which is to support preservice teachers (Arizona Group, 1995). There is further evidence that teacher educators must teach in even more layered, complex, and personally vulnerable ways than teachers (e.g., Pinnegar, Hutchinson, & Hamilton, 2020; Whiting & Cutri, 2015).

The complexity of defining teacher educator knowledge is further compounded by the variety of backgrounds, disciplines, and experience of teacher educators which defy the typical. One reason why is that the path of teacher educators does not follow a straightforward academic trajectory, and teacher educators come to their understanding of teaching preservice teachers often after they are hired as teacher educators, and often after other professional careers. The widely varied professional experience and graduate education of teacher educators is even further complicated by a number of teacher education faculty who did not begin their careers as school teachers (Newberry, 2014).

Finally, being a teacher educator is different than being a teacher in part because the teaching that occurs to prepare teachers is also different. Therefore, the research into teacher educator knowledge is informed by the research of teacher knowledge but is not necessarily just a simple expansion of that. This next section will begin to make clear some of the most recent ways that teacher educator knowledge has been conceptualized and studied, especially using forms of intimate scholarship such as self-study of teacher educator practices (S-STEP).
Conceptions of Teacher Educator Knowledge

In their recent chapter, Vanassche and Berry (2020) asserted that in trying to measure knowledge and performance of teacher educator quality, there is a risk of thinking of teacher educator knowledge as merely a list of competencies to be acquired. When teacher educators have shown evidence of their skill, there is an assumption of that knowledge as static, implying “the notion of general, context-free knowledge that can be transferred from one situation to the next … regardless of the practice setting” (p. 186). This view contrasts with a “view of teacher educator knowledge as that which manifests itself and constantly develops in and through practice” (p. 178). It is this contextualized and holistic view that recognizes teaching as fundamentally relational that I describe here. Also important in accounting for teacher educator knowledge is that the most important goal is for teacher educators to understand what they know (Fenstermacher, 1994; Vanassche & Berry, 2020). The following characteristics of teacher educator knowledge reveal the ongoing tensions of teacher education and show “the nature and shape of teacher educator knowledge as tacit, complex, often contradictory, situated, relational, and moral” (p. 181).

One characteristic of teacher educator knowledge is that it is tacit, often only made visible and understood in practice (Vanassche & Berry, 2020, p. 188). In Berry’s careful data collection and analysis using Open Journals, she reveals that she may make choices without always being able to articulate why. According to Vanassche and Berry (2020):

Implicit in Berry’s excerpts is a conception of teacher educator knowledge not as “the application of scientific theory and technique to the instrumental problems of practice” (Schön, 1987, p. 30), but theoretical knowledge of her work is brought to life through her actions in practice. These actions do not appear to be governed by specific rules, nor does
she have a straightforward way to determine which actions are more or less appropriate to pursue in the given circumstances. General descriptions of and for teacher educators’ work, for example, in terms of standards, cannot do full justice to the complexity that characterizes this practice. (p. 189)

Because of the tacit nature of teacher educator knowledge, a perfectly reasonable response to the uncertainty that arises in the moment when making teaching decisions is, “It depends.”

A second characteristic of teacher educator knowledge is that it is complex, or “messy more than tidy” (p. 184). The contexts of teacher education are myriad and tension-filled, the mandates, requirements, and rules vary from place to place, theories and purposes and practices are often disparate, and these tensions are ongoing, irreconcilable, and fraught with multiple stakeholders. The tension-filled nature of teacher education and the difficulty in resolving those tensions has been made clear in this literature review. It is within these tension-filled contexts that teacher educators enact their teacher educator knowledge.

Teacher educators each have individual experiences and a unique knowledge base. Even an important skill taught long ago to me as a preservice English teacher, such as how to write a persuasive essay, becomes highly individualized knowledge when I take it up as a teacher educator who first taught adolescent students to write essays using pencil and paper at a locked-in behavioral treatment hospital, studied literacy and learning for diverse adolescent learners, then studied second language acquisition, then taught preservice teachers in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) about language and literacy for English learners, while sitting alongside my own children as they composed arguments and supporting details for their teachers using Google Docs and Utah Compose. This constellation of experiences and the knowledge that informed them becomes a part of my knowledge as a teacher educator. Thus,
each teacher educator, even within the same discipline, will have a different résumé and particular wisdom about how to teach students to compose a persuasive essay, and further, how to prepare preservice teachers to do the same. Thus, teacher educator knowledge may be local, but when unpacked and made explicit, may inform a broader, shared understanding of “complex professional know-how, understandings, and practices” (Vanassche & Berry, 2020, p. 202). In their handbook chapter on teacher educator knowledge, Vanassche and Berry (2020) provided clear evidence of this assertion, in their case for science teacher educators.

Another characteristic of teacher educator knowledge is that it is often contradictory. Vanassche and Berry (2020) named several contradictions encountered by Berry as a teacher educator, including:

the specific “tensions” of “telling and growth,” “confidence and uncertainty,” “planning and being responsive,” “safety and challenge,” “action and intent,” and “valuing and reconstructing experience” that actively hold contradiction and ambiguity together in her experiencing of, and learning about, teaching. (p. 203)

One contradiction for teacher educators lies in conventional metaphors of teaching and learning, which emerge from an acquisition metaphor for learning, revealed in language and carried out in cultural norms (Sfard, 1998). In Sfard’s continuum of learning, acquisition-type language is understood in terms of concepts to be accumulated, refined, combined, or built. This approach to learning aligns with economic, or banking, principles. In this context, the metaphor for learning is to gain possession over a commodity.

At the other end of the Sfard’s (1998) continuum, a participation metaphor for learning includes vocabulary such as legitimate peripheral participation, dialogue, communities of inquiry or practice, context, social mediation, practice, relationship, and discourse. In a participatory
context, the metaphor for learning may be movement from the edges toward the center, a process of becoming a member of a community—engaging in the language and norms of that community until full participation is reached (Lave & Wenger, 1991).

At their extremes on the continuum, an acquisition metaphor leads us to think too literally, as if knowledge is material or property, and a participatory metaphor for learning can sound promising but not be any less susceptible to abuse. Because an acquisition metaphor for learning is so common, in teaching contexts it is difficult to avoid acquisitionist language and thinking when considering expectations for students. In teacher education, it is similarly difficult to avoid acquisitionist language, to model participatory teaching, and invite potentially resistant students to consider new conceptions of learning. These contradictions in teaching are often revealed in conceptions of teacher education knowledge, programs, and practices. While research and programs that align with a participatory learning theory are present in the research literature, the implementation and discussion of such research is often problematized by policy and cultural norms more aligned to an acquisition approach. These contradictions in learning theories and commitments to teaching preservice teachers the accompanying practices, reside not just in contradictions and tensions teacher educators encounter in their own thinking but they must navigate these contradictions within the teacher education programs in which they teach in respectful ways. This means they often must employ their knowledge of teaching and teacher education to design curricula that responds to these contradictions as they educate teachers.

Another characteristic of teacher educator knowledge is that it is situated. Situated learning is explained well by Lave and Wenger’s (1991) theory of legitimate peripheral participation, a learning theory that is more participatory than acquisitional on Sfard’s (1998) continuum. Teacher educator knowledge is situated in that it exists in a community, likely more
than one, such as a community of other teacher educators, or a partnership/cohort/class/research group of in-service teachers, preservice teachers, and teacher educators. Teacher educator knowledge in a situated sense is intrinsically connected to context, including a particular time and space, and resists being generalized. Vanassche and Berry (2020) described “teacher educator knowledge as that which is enacted in practice, while engaged in one’s professional activities, as constantly evolving and developing from experience, and as situated in a particular context” (p. 188).

Teacher educator knowledge is also relational, based in an ontology that recognizes the intimate nature of such knowledge (Hamilton et al., 2016). Both the teacher educator and preservice teachers have obligations and contributions to make to the success of the learning (Kitchen, 2005). This is something that is not always well understood. Again, referring to Berry’s work, Vanassche and Berry (2020) stated,

The knowledge under study in Berry’s work is thus not an individual attribute but a socio-relational accomplishment that is continuously shaped and reshaped through the actions that she takes in response to the needs of the particular practice situation in which she finds herself and the others (her student teachers and the future children in their classrooms but also teacher educator colleagues, etc.) present in that situation. (p. 184) Like the Arizona Group’s (1997) obligations to unseen children, Berry recognizes the connection and commitment she has not just to her face-to-face preservice teachers but also with their students, her colleagues, and families. In this relational sense, teacher educator knowledge is also ongoing because both a teacher educator and preservice teacher can continue learning through reflection even when the class or the interaction is ended, even years later.
This leads to a last characteristic of teacher educator knowledge as moral. If there were no moral element to the work of teacher education, a technical skills approach would be the only useful conversation, but because of contexts and relationships, teacher educators do have a sense of their obligations and responsibilities within these boundaries (Bullough, 2019). In accounting for the moral nature of teacher educator knowledge Vanassche and Berry (2020) explained, “Knowledge becomes visible as practice (what we do) is studied and unpacked and includes the perceptual elements of that practice (how we feel) as well as the conceptual (how we think)” (p. 192). In this way, teacher educator knowledge emerges from and informs the tensions and constraints within the field. Murphy and Pinnegar (2019) suggest that teacher educators often label concerns as moral which are actually either ethical or moral concerns. Ethical issues are related to the personal, the close, the student in front of you and the obligations a teacher educator has to that student. Moral issues are related to obligations a teacher educator has to the profession, community, content, and are characterized by more distance from the immediate relationships. These issues of obligations, commitments, and responsibilities have been explored in the literature review. Ethical and moral issues also guide decisions such as in-the-moment pedagogical reasoning, curriculum design, larger scopes such as program and policy design, and essentially all interactions with preservice teachers, institutions, and schools.

**Teacher Educator Knowledge Online**

Research in online teacher education that enlightens a conception of teacher educator knowledge as described by Vanassche and Berry (2020) is limited. Studies that explore how teacher educator knowledge that is “tacit, complex, often contradictory, situated, relational, and moral” (p. 181) represents an important beginning to uncovering teacher educator knowledge in online contexts. In one such study, Bullock and Fletcher (2017) conducted a collaborative self-
study in which they investigated closely particular online practices, such as asynchronous communication with students, that challenged their own sense of teacher educator identity and led them to explore how the parameters of an online setting influenced and shaped embodied interactions. In another recent study, as online teacher educators who “privilege the role of relationship,” Murphy and Pinnegar (2018) studied the syllabi and evaluations from their online courses and uncovered findings regarding the value and shifts of the relational in an online context. Cutri, Mena, and Whiting (2020) found that during the pandemic professors in higher education at one institution showed a willingness to learn and even a hope to do well as they made the transition to online teaching. It is often in moments of transition, change, or revisiting that can cause tacit knowing to emerge and be articulated. In the current climate of prevalent online teacher education, it is important to continue such research.

**Preparing Teachers Post-Pandemic and in the Future**

As teacher educators prepare teachers for unknown changes and challenges, they are faced with the same pressures and obligations as in the past. Their work is to move preservice teachers into engaging as practitioners. According to Schön (1987), this means engaging them in complex thinking and reflecting about teaching and learning, increased willingness to practice strategies that build academic skills, and differentiate that instruction for all learners. In many ways, this description has not varied much over the years. Since the current shift and increase in online teacher education, it is especially important for teacher educator knowledge to be investigated in online contexts.

Especially since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and coming out of emergency remote teaching, the challenges facing teacher educators to prepare their students using online formats and pressure for a market-reform of teacher education are even more high profile. The
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) calls the COVID-19 pandemic the largest education disruption in history, with 90% of the world’s student population out of their classrooms for a time, only heightening inequitable learning opportunities worldwide (UNESCO, 2020).

A further complication is that teacher educators are not only required to develop knowledge and pedagogical skill for teaching in online formats but increasingly they are required to prepare preservice teachers, within their regular teacher education courses, to teach both in person and online. Of particular concern is educating teachers to employ digital and pedagogical skills that promote inquiry-based practices that research has shown to be most effective. This is exacerbated by the need for teacher educators to embrace and promote issues of equity and social justice. Such work requires teacher educators to engage teachers in ways that will shift their thinking and their practice. Some, such as Cutri, Whiting, and Bybee (2020), have conducted work exploring the potential of online education to support preservice teachers in engaging in critical pedagogy in both thinking and action. Yet, as online teacher education pervades the world, the many demands made of teacher educators seem only to grow.

In this environment of increased online teacher education and as we are emerging out of emergency remote teaching, teacher educators still operate within the ongoing tension of enacting teacher education within institutions of higher education, the tension of teacher preparation as training or education, and the tension of the value of university coursework versus field experience. As discussed in this literature review, these tensions of teacher education are fully engaged and even heightened by the changes and considerations that emerge in the implementation of online teacher education. By studying teacher educators’ knowledge as they shift from teaching in-person to online, the research community could benefit from careful
accounts of this knowledge. Indeed, studies that investigate those teacher education practices and knowledge particularly attuned to changing teacher belief and disposition, as well as document how these practices and knowledge may be enacted and effective in online settings, would be important for supporting teacher educators as they engage in curriculum making for online teacher education.
CHAPTER 3

Method

At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in North America, many classes in higher education were rushed to online formats. Without much time for transition and preparation, these online courses did not always follow research-based practices for engaging learners and supporting all learners online. In the news and on blogs, this phenomenon has been described as “paddling a life raft” (Vergroesen, 2020). It was in the context of these emergency educational responses in the spring of 2020, that this research was conducted.

By examining my own teacher educator knowledge during a time of transition, I can make a useful contribution to the research conversation in teacher education by identifying strands of teacher educator knowledge that emerged. This section reports the details of the design of this narrative self-study which addressed the primary research question:

What does my transition to online teaching reveal about my teacher educator knowledge?

First, I articulate the theoretical approaches and modes of inquiry that were the foundation for the research design. Then I outline the procedures of the study, including setting, participants, data collection procedures, and data analysis. Within each of these sections, I include rationale for my choice of methodology. Finally, I conclude with a description and reiteration of the strategies used throughout the study to establish trustworthiness.

Design

This study was founded in Self-Study of Teacher Education Practices and drew on a variety of qualitative methods such as dialogue, a critical friend, exemplars, and analytic narrative vignettes in order to collect, organize, analyze, and present the data.
Self-Study of Teacher Education Practices

I approached my research question as a wonder about my own transition to online teaching and what it revealed about my teacher educator knowledge, as it has been defined by the literature review. Since I was focusing on my understanding and knowledge within my own practice as a teacher educator, Self-Study of Teacher Education Practices (S-STEP) was an appropriate choice for this study of teacher educator knowledge, particularly since shifting to online instruction made that knowledge visible as I designed, taught and reflected on my teaching. Regarding the study of one’s own practice as a teacher educator, LaBoskey (2004) noted that “we feel responsible for the immediate implementation of any new understandings that result from our research,” and S-STEP research “needs to extend beyond the epistemological into learning theory, beliefs about the nature of teaching, and moral, ethical, and political values regarding the means and ends of education” (p. 818). The purposes and characteristics of this study aligned with LaBoskey’s (2004) assertions about S-STEP. Since teacher educator knowledge is an emerging field and most research findings concerning it have been captured through S-STEP inquiries (Vanassche & Berry, 2020), this was the methodology used in this study.

In 2005, Zeichner echoed an earlier call by Ducharme and Ducharme (1996) for educational researchers to conduct more studies on teacher educators themselves. He broadened this call to include teacher education curricula, instructional practices, and the question of whether it matters if the courses taught take place in a school, university campus, in person or online. Since then, other than Self-Study of Teacher Education Practice, there have been few studies that have added to the research focused on what we know about teacher educators themselves (Berry, 2007; Pinnegar, Lay, et al., 2020). Additionally, there is a distinct lack of
studies that articulate knowledge specific to teacher educators, and not much at all about teacher educator knowledge that emerges in online settings.

This study was established within a teacher educator working partnership of two co-teacher educators collaborating as researcher (myself) and critical friend (Dr. Pinnegar) (Pinnegar & Hamilton, 2009). According to LaBoskey (2004), the five characteristics of S-STEP are that it is self-initiated and focused, improvement-aimed, interactive, includes multiple, mainly qualitative methods, and it defines validity as a validation process based in trustworthiness (p. 817). This research met these characteristics of S-STEP because I, the researcher, studied my own practice as a teacher educator preparing for and teaching a course online that I had previously taught in-person.

I collected data on my own thinking, progress, and understandings. As I undertook this project, I understood that data using an interactive method of dialogue and by working with a critical friend would be appropriate strategies and techniques for exploring my teacher educator knowledge (Pinnegar & Hamilton, 2009). I, the main researcher, initiated the project and a part of the focus was on my own learning. This study was improvement-aimed because I considered my own teacher educator knowledge while constructing online curriculum for preservice teachers in order to improve the quality of education and teaching in both spheres. The study was collaborative because it was contextualized in a working partnership of researcher and critical friend (Schuck & Russell, 2005) where I re-designed a course I had already taught in person as an online course for preservice teachers. My assumption was that much of my teacher educator knowledge is embodied and tacit, but it would become visible as I shifted from teaching in one format (in-person) to teaching in another (online).
S-STEP research is a methodology, but it does not, like many other methodologies, have proscribed methods. As a result, it is common for S-STEP researchers to employ methods, strategies and techniques from other methodologies in collecting and analyzing data (Pinnegar & Hamilton, 2009). In this study, I drew on such qualitative methods as critical friendship, dialogue, and analytic narrative vignettes, which are explained further here.

**Critical Friendship**

The involvement of a critical friend is a technique in qualitative research to aid in interpretation of findings and improve trustworthiness of a study. By inviting a critical friend, the researcher is more likely to see interpretations in ways not always thought of by one researcher alone (Hamilton & Pinnegar, 2015). Another component of employing a critical friend is that it tends to create a research action loop, meaning that as I prepared, engaged in dialogue, taught, and engaged in more dialogue, this focused, personal, research-informed practice and the dialogue surrounding it produced a rich learning environment for identifying teacher educator knowledge and for discovering important ways to improve practice even during phases of data collection and in the midst of course teaching. The critical friend played a vital role in questioning, deepening interpretation, and pointing to details in the data that might otherwise have been overlooked.

**Dialogue in Self-Study of Teacher Educator Practices**

Dialogue as a tool for coming-to-know is a collaborative analysis technique to reveal multiple ways of understanding and arrive at meaningful interpretation. According to Hamilton and Pinnegar (2015),

> Within dialogue, ideas are put forth, shaped, transformed, rejected, embraced, or secured.

> Within dialogue ideas are always strengthened and expanded. The intimate scholar
through engagement with dialogue negotiates the meaning of and evidence for the interpretation formed…. Intimate scholars intentionally seek out variability of opinion and submit their thinking to critique and response. Thus, understanding emerges through discussion and careful consideration…. It is through submission to a process of dialogue that the value and verity of the scholars’ own interpretation gains strength and the inquirer develops confidence in what he or she has come to understand concerning his study. (p. 190)

As described, the process of dialogue as a tool to uncover teacher educator knowledge was useful and relevant for this study. I defined teacher educator knowledge using Vanassche and Berry’s (2020) holistic definition, characterized as "tacit, complex, often contradictory, situated, relational, and moral” (p. 181). Therefore, dialogue as a research tool was an appropriate choice for expanding understanding and negotiating meanings of teacher educator knowledge in terms of being tacit, complex, complicated, situated, relational, and moral.

**Analytic Narrative Vignettes**

In such close-up analysis as this study required, exemplars can be a useful tool for interpreting and representing data. According to Mishler (1990), exemplars cannot be standardized or removed from their contexts, but can be useful when “a context-based explication is required of how observations are transformed into data and findings, and of how interpretations are grounded” (p. 423). Thus, as I gathered data, I chose to represent my notes and conversations in a narrative format that would draw attention to the dominant and recurring themes and also capture what was typical in terms of planning, teaching, and reflecting.

Erickson (1986) described analytic narrative vignettes as a “vivid portrayal,” or a report that represents evidence. He further explained, “The sights and sounds of what was being said
and done are described in the natural sequence of their occurrence in real time. The moment-to-moment style of description in a narrative vignette gives the reader a sense of being there in the scene” (p. 150). Further, what makes such a written account ethnographically valid is the “combination of richness and interpretive perspective” (p. 150). In other words, the account itself is an analysis. In this study, I wrote three analytic narrative vignettes, each of which contain within them representative exemplars of events, conversations, and ongoing analysis that occurred during planning, teaching and reflecting. By carefully considering the recorded Zoom meetings, written notes, artifacts of the course, and composing them into a vignette, I was able to sift through key events, notice significant patterns or themes, and begin to make analytic choices explicit.

**Procedures**

In S-STEP, since the researcher is also the researched, it was important for methods to be transparent and steps clearly outlined. The next sections explain this process, including a description of setting, positionality, participants, Internal Review Board approval, and data collection. Then I give a description of analysis, including an explanation of turning field notes into analytic narrative vignettes and how they were used for analysis and representation of findings. I end with a discussion of trustworthiness and rigor, although within each section of this chapter I have also explained how I attended to issues of trustworthiness and rigor.

**Setting**

In contrast to the rushed and drastic emergency remote teaching reported by Vergroesen (2020) and others, Dr. Pinnegar and I had already made one of the courses in the Teaching English Language Learners (TELL) program into an online course, and we had already begun work on transitioning this course on content and language integration (TELL 440) to an online
format. The course was conducted for 10 sessions, meeting twice a week for five weeks during BYU’s Spring term of 2020. All in-person classes at BYU had shifted online for the end of the Winter semester and for this new term, TELL 440 was conducted entirely from a distance using Zoom meetings. Fourteen students, all elementary education majors, signed up for the course, one of the last classes required before a final practicum field experience in schools with English learners.

Students were already familiar with concepts from previous courses such as multicultural education, principles of second language acquisition, inclusive pedagogy, and literacy instruction. In this course, students are required to apply their prior knowledge about English learners and develop new knowledge focused on how to make content comprehensible to English learners within regular classrooms and regular course instruction. Each session met for two and a half hours and when the course was in-person students met together in groups of four or five to work on the final curriculum project. Since the course was predominantly project-based, for this online version we decided to increase the project-based focus of the course. This meant that preservice teachers would work in small groups in breakout rooms for at least the last hour of each session.

Typically, students of this course are elementary education undergraduate students between the ages of 20-25, in the latter years of their university degree, just preparing for a practicum field experience working with English learners in schools. While most were elementary education majors, some may have had additional minors in special education or early childhood education. According to university policy, the Spring Term students at BYU met for classes online and for the most part, participated in class from their permanent home addresses.
Most states had implemented a strategy of shelter-in-place in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The TELL 440 course, Integrating Content and Language Instruction, is one both Dr. Pinnegar and I have taught many times over the past decade in in-person settings. While I have only taught the course to preservice teachers, the courses, as originally designed, were meant to be delivered as distance professional development resulting in a TESOL endorsement for practicing teachers. Dr. Pinnegar was involved at the conception of the TELL program to author the program design, to make wise decisions about the content to be included and the activities that would be enacted so that students could learn that content, and later to direct the program’s implementation. Initially, the courses were taught on-site by a partnering school district’s own teachers, trained by BYU instructors to facilitate. Each 10-session course was designed to build to the next course, hold teachers accountable for the content they had already learned, and engage in projects that were present in their practice. The courses would culminate in a TESOL endorsement for in-service teachers who participated in all six courses.

The course was online but built on knowledge and pedagogy from the in-person teaching as part of a spiral curriculum where techniques taught in previous courses were revisited and understandings deepened. An underlying theme in this course development is enabling teachers to change their thinking and promote success for students. The purpose of the course is to support teachers seeking to learn how to promote the language and literacy development of English learners. This course in particular is typically a challenging course where students bring together what they have learned about second language acquisition, multicultural education, assessment for diverse learners, and literacy in order to design a unit of activity centers that integrates content with language and literacy development as a part of general classroom
instruction. As a result, both the original design, including assignments, rubrics, and assignments, and the shift in those elements to an online context was a rich site for uncovering my teacher educator knowledge.

In some forms of research, a description of setting is kept very neutral so that empirical findings may be generalized to other settings. However, this study employed S-STEP methodology, which is grounded in intimate scholarship and oriented to studies of the particular. Such studies are structured to enable readers to determine the applicability of findings to their own settings and research. In addition, the orientation of these studies is toward ontology rather than abstractionist epistemology (Slife, 2004). The study seeks to account for what is rather than make truth claims based in a modernist epistemology. Further, similar to other intimate scholarship this study has the characteristics of particularity, vulnerability, and openness; therefore, providing a description of the characteristics and making all features of the setting visible is fundamental. The findings of this study are not meant to be generalizable but to provide an honest accounting of a particular experience in a particular place and time. Putnam (2004) argues the necessity for educational research to attend more carefully to the particular in order to develop research that will be more likely to provide powerful, innovative and essential findings for education and other social science.

Therefore, it is important to point out that in this context the researcher is vulnerable, because it was impossible to hide the setting. In addition, since I worked with a critical friend, Dr. Pinnegar, I felt a heightened responsibility to work ethically with both of us in our accounting, descriptions, and record-keeping. Because our setting and research method demanded openness and included interpretation that is ongoing (never completely shut down) it positioned me as a researcher as always subject to uncertainty. Again, while I took careful
caution to maintain confidentiality of students or other colleagues, my own interpretations and attempts to establish trustworthiness were and always will be vulnerable.

**Researcher Positionality**

One of the stated goals of S-STEP is to turn the research outward and connect it to the wider conversation in teacher education. I begin very personally, however, by choosing a few words to position myself in the study. I do not believe that I or others emerged with fixed uniform identities or outcomes from my study nor was that ever intended. As Pinnegar, Hutchinson, and Hamilton (2020) emphasized in their handbook chapter on S-STEP, I believe in multiplicity of perspectives and openness, that findings are open to interpretation and re-interpretation. The context of this study is that it was a study of myself and my practice in designing an online version of a course I had previously taught in person. I also recognize that the context and my reflection on it was not static because of the movement from my past work in designing this course for an in-person format contrasted against my thinking in designing and implementing the course in an online format.

In writing the methodology section of this dissertation, I have been careful to articulate the design of the study and the processes involved in data collection and analysis. As the researcher and researched, I engaged in the process of dialogue from the very beginning of data collection, data analysis and interpretation, and even into the representation of findings and construction of a conclusion. Because dialogue, a critical friend, and analysis of analytic narrative vignettes were involved in my approach for coming to know, reflexivity is a central feature of this study. Throughout the process I was self-critical and engaged self-consciously in analysis. As I conducted this study, I was critically aware of the ways in which my teacher
educator knowledge connected to race, class, and gender, influenced my thinking and shaped my experiences.

**Participants**

This study was not a collaborative S-STEP. Rather, I was the main participant in this S-STEP and I conducted the study in relationship to a critical friend, Dr. Stefinee Pinnegar. In this critical friendship, Dr. Pinnegar’s role was to assist me in examining my teaching practice and teacher educator knowledge using a process of dialogue, and especially by providing a critique of the data and an alternate lens through which to examine my analysis and findings. While much of the designing of the course and implementation of our curriculum occurred together, as the inquirer, I was the one collecting data on both of our deliberation, reflections of what we were thinking, our presentation to students, etc. Since I conducted research during the preparation and teaching of an online course, I also had instructor access to Zoom recordings, student responses, interactions, and assignments. According to the parameters of my Internal Review Board approval, I did not use students as participants. Students appeared in the data for the most part collectively and through our reflection on specific experiences with them or our predictions about how students might respond. Since I never referred to students by name in the field notes, their information was kept confidential. In this study, even though I was working alongside students, I was focused on my pedagogy, and both Dr. Pinnegar and I were aware of and committed to protecting the identity of those preservice teachers in our class; therefore, we did not refer to them by name or directly quote them.

Ethics is one of the critical issues in S-STEP work. Since the researcher and the researched are the same person, it is impossible to keep their own identity private and sometimes because they are recognizable, researchers must take extra care in protecting the identity of
students, other teachers or teacher educators, and colleagues (Pinnegar & Murphy, 2019). Ethics is indeed a major concern for all S-STEP researchers in any study in which they engage, and I took responsibility to act ethically in this research project.

Another ethical consideration, since in S-STEP the researcher is also the researched, is to oneself. In this way, as I met with Dr. Pinnegar to prepare curriculum, examine our decisions, and discuss together our findings, we as researchers attempted to be forthright rather than sentimental in our accounting. I recognized the importance of representing ourselves honestly, and we attempted to maintain that balance without oversharing.

**Internal Review Board Approval**

It was important to gain approval from BYU’s Internal Review Board in order to make transparent the ways that students in the course we design and teach were protected and also so that could I explain that I, along with Dr. Pinnegar as a critical friend, entered this research fully aware of our obligations as researchers and of the personal vulnerability of this method of data collection and analysis.

In addition, I asked for and received a waiver for informed consent because this is a Self-Study of Teacher Education Practice. Therefore, in designing the study I informed myself of the nuances of the study and both I and my critical friend were aware of any risk to us. Regarding the undergraduates who were enrolled in the course or who worked as teaching assistants, I have removed any identifiers and composed exemplars within analytic narrative vignettes that further anonymize real student information from the final representations of data in the analysis. I was concerned about the need to protect the anonymity of the students enrolled in the course; however, since I did not use student work, conduct interviews, or record observations of students, the main concern for confidentiality and informed consent pertained most clearly to me.
and my critical friend. Both Dr. Pinnegar and I have conducted this kind of work in the past and therefore we fully understand the risks.

**Data Collection**

Because this was a study of my own practice, the data included accounts of my curriculum making and analysis of this process. This included descriptions of the work of preparing and enacting the course and my examination of the curriculum design, records of thinking about design, and analysis of the activities and decisions as constructed and enacted. It also included my reflections about our experiences before, during, and after teaching. I describe data collection as occurring in three phases: Planning, Teaching, and Reflecting.

Specifically, I created a decision trail which included how I and my critical friend designed class activities, made decisions about pedagogy, and adjusted any rubrics or assignments already in place from the in-person course. Before teaching, this data began with our planning and included the articulation of the pedagogy and our theoretical orientations concerning teaching and learning. While teaching, data was gathered on the implementation of the curriculum, and also included any adjustments and field notes about what I uncovered about my practice and my teacher educator knowledge. Also, while teaching, I recorded extensive field notes, including email correspondence, dialogue with my critical friend, and personal journaling. After teaching, data collection continued when I constructed my interpretations of the data into analytic narrative vignettes and met with my critical friend to engage in dialogue as a tool to interrogate and deepen understandings of the data. In this stage I built on that process by drawing into the data collection journaling, emails, and artifacts from the course that were related to planning, teaching, and reflecting.
**Before Teaching.** Before teaching, I and my critical friend developed the content, which involved discussions of overarching goals and working sessions to move class activities and assignments from an in-person format to online. This included constructing a syllabus, course outline, new course activities, and publishing the course. As part of this process, I articulated my commitments in terms of engaging the students in supporting their learning.

The demands of using dialogue as a process of coming-to-know meant that data collection and interpretation of data was ongoing in order to more completely attend to the teacher educator knowledge that emerged and the shifted in my thinking about pedagogy online in juxtaposition with an in-person format. In planning, I had multiple conversations with Dr. Pinnegar who was also a co-instructor for the course. These conversations were often spur-of-the moment; therefore, rather than tape recording, I instead used a method of constructing field texts outlined by Clandinin and Connelly (2000). As part of my field texts, I constructed written field notes of our conversations during planning. These field notes were based on notes taken in preparing for and teaching the course and included journaling, emails, notes from meetings, and development of artifacts such as assignments, rubrics, and other course documents. Also included were field texts that reported our reflections about teacher educator knowledge identified in the moment of our discussions and thinking about planning or subsequent reflections on planning.

**During Teaching.** Once the course began, I added as a source of data collection field notes of the discussions that took place before class, the debriefing conversations that occurred after teaching each class, and other discussions we had between class in preparing for the next session. The course was taught using Zoom and I decided not to transcribe these recordings but only watch them to refresh my memory and observe my teaching. I did not transcribe or keep
identifiable records of these recordings in order to protect the anonymity of students. Instead, I decided to use a narrative approach to data collection wherein I created field texts on those decisions and discussions that occurred during and between each session of the course (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). By field texts, I mean the records of my thinking, observations, action, and dialogue that occurred in each phase. As the course unfolded, I constructed these field texts, taking notes on what was happening in the class, my evaluation of the activities, as well as keeping a record of changes we make, emails or other artifacts that were relevant. Data collected during teaching was an expansion of the materials collected during the first planning phase and represented records of the lived experience of teaching the class. It included notes about the schedule, assignments, major projects, rubrics, and other related artifacts or observations made for the duration of teaching the class. Because the process of coming-to-know was dialogue, understandings about my teacher educator knowledge and the shifts in them occurred as part of these discussions and were included in my field texts.

Debriefing took place at the end of most sessions and again as we met to prepare for the next one. It also occurred as we reflected on what had happened, evaluated what worked with course design and student interactions, and delegated the upcoming tasks. Sometimes reflecting was more like venting as I reacted to something that happened in class, and other times the thinking was more carefully captured using notetaking and dialogue as we talked over assignments, group progress, interactions, and questioned choices made. Each of us kept an open notebook with a pencil or pen as the class proceeded. Then we referred to these notes about glitches, things we should attend to, and wonderings after the students left.

After Teaching. When the course ended, data were the field notes and other resulting field texts that emerged from discussions and dialogue that took place between and post-
teaching. At this point, I re-visited initial discussions, in a form of cyclic data collecting, in order to create interim research texts. Interim research texts are more formal and refined documents than field texts that often link data collected with interpretation, and Clandinin and Connelly (2000) noted that these often end up as part of the final report of the study.

After the last session, Dr. Pinnegar and I met specifically to reflect on the course and for me to consider my own teacher educator knowledge in an online context. This combination of immediate debriefing and final debriefing produced different kinds of questions, stories, and discussion. As I engaged in the process, ideas and concepts emerged. As this occurred and either of us had ideas about what we realized we knew as teacher educators, we would confer with each other. Finally, I spent some time reflecting on the course and teacher educator knowledge, journaling, and summarizing my understandings in reflection documents.

In this final phase, I met with Dr. Pinnegar acting as a critical friend and notes from these discussions bound the data. The process of this inquiry and interpretation was based in dialogue as a process of coming-to-know, allowing more than one interpretation and multiple meanings (Pinnegar & Hamilton, 2015). Therefore, the data collected after teaching involved constructing interim research texts to re-visit previous understandings about teacher educator knowledge. These included written notes, journaling, or other forms of communication I used to capture our thinking about teacher educator knowledge. In this final phase, findings emerged as I developed assertions of my understanding about teacher educator knowledge. Therefore, part of this phase included strategies for establishing trustworthiness.

**Data Analysis**

It is clear from the previous explanation of data collection that analysis of the experience I had in planning, teaching, and reflecting on an online course was an ongoing process closely
connected to data collection. But to reiterate, analysis followed a format of dialogue as described by Pinnegar and Hamilton (2015). Like a constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967/2017), there was an ongoing iteration of data collection and analysis. Also like a constant comparative method, findings and themes were grounded in data. Unlike a constant comparative method, I did not envision the process of data collection and emerging theory as a spiraling data-to-category-to-concept process. Rather, I employed dialogue as defined as a tool for knowing in intimate scholarship (Pinnegar & Hamilton, 2015). As Pinnegar and Hamilton stated, “In intimate scholarship, understanding emerges as we engage with participants, the data we collect, and our own knowledge and understanding” (p. 146). A dialogue approach is “oriented toward inquiry and reflection and necessarily involves both critique and response with evidence” (p. 147).

By carefully recording data at each of the three phases of planning, teaching, and reflecting, I and my critical friend noticed common themes or interesting connections, even early in data collection. Then in our dialogue we interrogated these understandings and sought for further corroboration. Unlike other methods, I did not wait to start asking what I knew but discussed what I saw as I went along, interrogated it, and revisited it. Thus, using dialogue, I kept records of understandings and evidence of the data that supported them, and continued to question those findings before teaching, during teaching and after teaching the course. Seven major strands of teacher educator knowledge were identified, described, and interrogated during the stages of planning, teaching, and reflecting.

To encourage deeper reflection, multiple perspectives, and strengthen trustworthiness, Dr. Pinnegar, as my critical friend, interrogated my assertions. As I developed findings, I continued to act, reflect, and debrief. One voice in the research that was often questioned was my
own. As I made assertions, I checked the data collected for meaning and questioned it using my own skeptical internal voice. The voice of Dr. Pinnegar acting as the critical friend was vital as she corroborated or raised objections. A third voice that was considered as the data collection continued was the voice of findings from research that supported or contradicted the common themes or findings that emerged at each stage.

The next step to analysis involved composing the analytic narrative vignettes. As I examined my own experience and knowledge as a teacher educator, I analyzed the data and the major understandings of what comprised my teacher educator knowledge. However, those understandings were entangled with each other within my field texts. I decided that in order to untangle the seven strands of teacher educator knowledge, a good strategy would be to construct analytic narrative vignettes that contained within them the constellation of major understandings. Based on this analysis, I composed three narrative vignettes representing each of the three ongoing stages of planning, teaching, and reflecting.

In order to make visible my teacher educator knowledge, findings from the vignettes are analyzed in Chapter 4, so that the reader may see how the major understandings were evident in my experiences and thinking. The strands are teased apart and definitions of these aspects of my teacher educator knowledge begin to take shape in each context. Following the recommendation of Saldaña (2016), as I analyzed each of the narrative vignettes, I used an italicized font for each of the themes as they are addressed. In this way, “salient and important ideas do not escape the reader’s notice.... Also, the tactic is a way of confirming for yourself that your data analysis has reached a stage of synthesis and crystallization” (p. 282).

In the vignettes and in the analysis of them, my critical friend is also the co-teacher of the course. In Chapter 4, she is sometimes referred to as Dr. Pinnegar, most often in the teaching
vignette when acting in her formal role as professor. Most often though, I refer to her as Stefinee, in order to emphasize the collegial tone of our critical friendship and represent the more informal pattern of our dialogue.

Again, the data was collected and analyzed beginning in planning the curriculum for the TELL 440 class, continuing as I taught the course (co-teaching with Dr. Pinnegar) and culminating in reflecting where we critically examined our decisions, debriefing after every class session and at the end of the course. There were several recurring topics that developed in depth and nuance as I engaged in dialogue with my critical friend, Dr. Pinnegar. In the move from field texts to narrative vignettes, I came to understand the ways my analysis of these topics both enlarged and enlightened my teacher educator knowledge. Like turning points (Bullock & Ritter, 2011), my major understandings relate to a process of recording and developing understandings. Finally, the work of considering how the seven strands of teacher educator knowledge unfolded in each vignette, described in the next chapter, helped me see how the strands wound together throughout and helped me explicate the findings.

**Trustworthiness and Rigor**

In S-STEP research, when the researcher is also the researched, trustworthiness is established at the very conception of the research project in the framing of the research question and in the literature review itself (Hamilton et al., 2020). As a scholar I am committed to demonstrating my thoroughness and integrity by composing and researching carefully the question, the context, and the methods chosen for investigation. As I have stated, I relied on a critical friend to increase trustworthiness. In this study, Dr. Pinnegar’s role of critical friendship kept the study focused on the research question, kept the researcher (myself) in a skeptical stance, and proposed critique and multiple interpretations in ways that broadened and deepened
my initial understandings. Findings that emerge from dialogue with a critical friend can have more verity through discussion and critique. Just as with any research endeavor, trustworthiness was then established by my rigor as researcher, writer, and scholar, and my ability to express my research question and purpose, present the current state of relevant issues and research, and adequately describe my methods for arriving at any interpretations.

Because the study’s focus was on one researcher’s experience, I knew it was important to make links to the larger research conversation explicit and clear. I attempted to address this concern with a comprehensive literature review. It was important to build a broad knowledge base of teacher education practices and rich understanding of research focused on teacher educator knowledge. This cannot be done if the research remains localized and if I do not adequately explain how this research relates to the larger research context in teacher education. Similarly, it was important to make links to other research strands, looking for commonalities and ways for research in different contexts to inform each other. Another weakness in some qualitative research is to inadequately reveal the methods used to arrive at findings, which I have addressed here by critiquing the rigor of my methods and especially by making transparent my data collection and analysis tools. Finally, when making claims or assertions about my own teacher educator knowledge, it is important to explicitly connect the data to the interpretations I claim, which I addressed through the use of analytic narrative vignettes and the monitoring influence of a critical friend.
CHAPTER 4
The Analytic Narrative Vignettes

In this chapter, the major understandings about teacher educator knowledge are presented. I represent these major understandings as strands of teacher educator knowledge that emerged in the process of planning, teaching, and reflecting on the course. These strands of teacher educator knowledge were developed as I constructed analytic narrative vignettes based on the data. As I constructed these vignettes, I focused on moments in planning, teaching, and reflecting that were captured in our notes. The process of composing expands these vignettes to exemplar status (Mishler, 1990).

Each vignette is intended to capture all of the strands of teacher educator knowledge but not necessarily include every example from the field texts. All seven strands of teacher educator knowledge are represented in each narrative vignette. The seven strands are: Content Knowledge, Fixed and Fluid Elements, Knowledge of Milieu, Pedagogical Intent, Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief, Value and Fragility of Relationships, and Theory Matters.

I begin with a vignette on planning in order to reveal how these strands were evident from the beginning in the process of course design and to make more visible how the strands are connected. In the next section, the vignette on teaching highlights how these strands of teacher educator knowledge were revealed and how they entwined and informed each other while teaching the course online. I end with a vignette on reflecting, to capture how these strands of teacher educator knowledge were represented in my action and thinking beyond the teaching and planning.

Following each vignette, in the analysis, I underscore how teacher educator knowledge that is drawn on in in-person teaching emerged, changed, or deepened in the shift to teaching
online. In both composing the vignettes and unpacking their meaning, I attend to teacher educator knowledge that already existed in my thinking as a teacher educator that was then revealed as the teaching context shifted. I conclude each analysis of a vignette with a summary of how each of the strands of teacher educator knowledge were revealed in both explicit and implicit ways and how they influenced each other in each phase of planning, teaching, and reflecting on the course.

Planning

I begin with an analytic narrative vignette that captures the kind of planning experiences we engaged in and reveals the strands of teacher educator knowledge that emerged in analysis of the data. Then I provide an analysis of the vignette to make visible and clear to the reader how it provided clear evidence of the strands and of my teacher educator knowledge in action. I conclude the analysis of the planning vignette with a summary of how each of the strands of teacher educator knowledge were revealed in both explicit and implicit ways and how they influenced each other.

The Planning Vignette: Planning for Spring With the Online Factor

The two of us met together at Stefinee’s kitchen table to plan our online class, with our teaching assistant joining in via Zoom. Immediately, the three of us began attending to the pressing questions. I looked down at one of my open screens, “I’m keeping a list. What is everything we need ready by the first day?” Karrie and Stefinee also started their own lists of reminders and assignments to add to the learning platform and schedule. As we kicked around ideas, walking through each session, we continued to assess and re-evaluate each of the activities in the course and the learning trajectory. Our continual focus was on what was essential and what was merely important.
I groaned while trying to shuffle through ten open windows on my laptop. “All the parts! Have you noticed that with every assignment we keep coming back to what we want them to learn, how to enact it online, and what kind of support they’ll need?”

Stefinee agreed. “Because we have taught this before, we sort of know what they learn, and what they don’t learn. In other words, I have already figured out which concepts are basic and which they have difficulty learning. Karrie, you just took this class last year. What do you think? How are we doing?”

Karrie explained that now as a TA she understands all the moving parts, but as a student the point of each activity was not always clear. When she said this, I thought, “How can I do better? How can I make the purpose of each activity clear?”

From here we made even more progress. The schedule began to look tidier. A pattern emerged for how each class session would be conducted. Stefinee drew arrows and notes, making her fountain pen fly and filling a notebook with the backward design required to connect every activity and reading to the final project. We assigned Karrie to link a list of resources from past courses for students to access. At one point, we thought we had decided on all the pieces that could be prepared in advance.

Stefinee said, “Based on my conversations and work with Bohdana [a colleague], I’m really concerned about how we are going to be responsive and sociocultural online.” Stefinee and I had worked with Bohdana [Allman & Pinnegar, 2020] to construct a completely online version of one of the courses in the endorsement program just a few months earlier. As a result, we already knew how much work it took to build an online course. Stefinee shook her head, “We are used to letting learning emerge as students interact and then our teaching has to be responsive in the moment.”
I knew this would be one of our main concerns as we transitioned to online. I said, “We really need to think about what preservice teachers know as they enter this class. We know we won’t get it totally right.”

Karrie chimed in, “What do you mean we won’t get it totally right? We really are almost ready for class.”

“True, but every student is different,” I said. “You can only learn what you’re ready to learn. Some of these students will have a lot of experience working with second language learners and some have none.” Karrie’s eyebrows rose in interest. “For example, we all vary in our misconceptions about English learners. Some students believe all ESL kids speak very limited English. Others assume all ESL kids are poor.”

Karrie nodded, “Oh yeah, I have some of those ideas.”

“We all do,” Stefinee said. “We can only prepare so much. How we decide what kind of support preservice teachers may need is linked to how we honor our commitment to sociocultural theory. It’s hard in this online environment to be flexible in the moment in response to gaps or advances in student knowledge.”

The meeting continued. As we discussed each assignment of this project-based course, we questioned the purpose of each and considered what we needed to prepare. I was hesitant about one of our usual assignments, reading chapters from Funds of Knowledge and sharing chapter summaries in a jigsaw activity. “You know,” I said, “I love these readings, but the jigsaw assignment always gets rushed. I’m not sure students are ever really able to directly connect this activity to the purposes of the class or the final project.”
Stefinee agreed, “It’s true. We have always attended to everything they need to put in the final project, but we do not always make it explicit or methodical enough for students to make the connection. Let’s think and come back to this.”

After acknowledging how much I liked the readings, I reflected on the purposes of our course. We worked on our tasks silently for a few minutes. Stefinee said, “This is about preservice teachers having time to develop their knowledge of working with English learners. I think deciding to increase the project-based focus and making the decision that the group size rather than being five students per group would be three. This means the preservice teachers will have more opportunity to contribute their thinking and all of them will need to take an active role.

I agreed but then turned the focus back to our discussion of how we would decide what was essential. I said, “Each activity needs to support preservice teachers in developing the knowledge that will allow them to meet our overarching purposes, right? I think that a tool that could help us with this process is using Bohdana’s conception of pedagogical intent” [Allman & Pinnegar, 2020].

Yes,” Stefinee said. “As we consider each activity, we can ask ourselves what is the fundamental pedagogical intent of this activity, and is it vital in developing preservice teacher knowledge.” After that, it was easier to let go of a favorite assignment. We decided to ditch the jigsaw assignment to allow students more time to engage with each other on activities and homework that week.

Later in the meeting, we had more concerns and stopped frequently, stuck on technology questions. We bounced around a few possibilities.
“Should we have them post one idea on the online discussion board from the SIOP [Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol: content for teachers of English learners] chapters?”

“That might work.”

“We could label the post, open it ten minutes before class begins.”

“OK, but if we do this, why? What does it accomplish? We don’t want students to have too many tasks. Besides, we’ve already made-up questions to guide their reading that do a better job of supporting them in learning about SIOP and won’t create a frantic frenzy at the beginning of class.”

“OK,” I said. “What else are we having them do that class session?”

Again, we ended up not requiring discussion board posts from students, in order to keep the focus on the project goals. Really, our students have plenty to do.

Finally, I leaned back and reached for my Diet Coke. “This is hard work! I am sorry the students had to go home for spring term. But honestly, we were already poised to move this course into an online format so hey, it feels like a bonus that we can spend this time on the details, really questioning the course purposes and design.”

“It’s true,” Stefinee nodded in agreement. “We have a real opportunity here to examine each assignment.” She smiled at Karrie. “Also, we have Karrie. She’s our secret weapon!”

We turned to Karrie because for us, she represented the preservice teachers we would be teaching. She had just finished taking the course and was in the midst of preparing for her final field experience. Because of Karrie’s feedback, we incorporated a new idea that we called a Work in Progress, or a WIP. The WIP was a template outlining
all the pieces of the final project for groups to add to each session and turn into a final curriculum project at the end. The WIP was our TA’s suggestion and when she saw it, she was thrilled. “I love it, whatever it’s called.”

Stefinee and I responded in unison, “WIP.”

“That’s right. This WIP thing will be super helpful.”

“I love it too,” I agreed. “A place for groups to gather all the pieces of their curriculum making.”

Stefinee continued, “Well, we know how important the rubric is to the final project, outlining all the parts. This is just another way for students to document as they go along and for us to be able to check whether we have provided all the tools for them to draw forward what they know. What I hope is that it will make students comfortable with the uncertainty inherent in project-based learning.”

“I think so too,” I said. “We expect our students to take creative risks, confronting how they might teach ELs and design lessons for them. It’s interesting to think of the connection between their obligations and my own as the teacher. I think one of our obligations is to try to reduce anxiety for them by showing them all the pieces of the final assignment all in one place, right at the start.” But enough musing. This meeting was very productive, and both Karrie and Stefinee had another meeting to attend.

“OK women, we have our lists. We’ll meet again tomorrow.”

“Thanks for going to that Zoom training meeting, Stef. See you.”

Analysis of the Planning Vignette

I analyzed the planning vignette systematically by highlighting the themes as they appeared and noted, when evident, how they interrelated with each other. In order to draw
attention to how the meaning of the strands of teacher educator knowledge, how they emerge and interact, I indicated them in italicized font in the following analysis. In this analysis I identified the occurrence of the strand by its name and I italicized the name every time it occurred to avoid confusion. At the end, I summarized the insights that emerged from examining my teacher educator knowledge during the planning of an online course.

The pattern of our planning followed a flow of mapping the schedule, articulating the purposes, and interrogating our pedagogical decisions. It would appear at first glance that we began by making a list of tasks, but on closer inspection, we operated out of a backward design approach. According to backward design (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005), planning begins by outlining the desired results and then matching the learning experiences with the desired outcome. Underlying our conversation was a shared commitment to enacting sociocultural theory, modeling for students how they ought to work with English learners, and the need to move the content students were learning from textbook knowledge to content knowledge (Theory; Content). When making decisions about my time-honored assignments such as the jigsaw reading, I noticed it was difficult at first for me to let go of it, but that when I verbally restated the desired outcomes of the course, it was easier to set it aside, in a spirit of good, better, best. Thus, issues of Pedagogical Intent and Fixed and Fluid Elements began being addressed immediately as I grappled with decisions related to Content Knowledge.

In a similar vein of prioritizing activities, we had to use restraint in what we planned to ask students to do, always keeping focused on the course goals and the Milieu of the course. Knowledge of Milieu came into play as I carefully considered what content and learning experiences would be of most benefit to students in this unusual teaching environment. I also
realized that this kind of thinking and concern had been present in our original construction of the course when it was in-person and was already resident in the design for that earlier version.

Both Stefinee and I had experience using online affordances for both synchronous and asynchronous types of learning activities. Even in in-person classes, our course regularly required students to engage with technologies, including teacher observations of video case studies, presenting with PowerPoint, Kahoot quizzes, as well as whatever technologies preservice teachers incorporated in their activity centers for the final projects. Given our experience and also interest in trying out online pedagogies, I felt the need to be careful not to add “bells and whistles,” just because we could and to adjust some of those bells and whistles to better promote the Pedagogical Intent of a particular activity.

This caution played out in the discussion about whether to add an online discussion board assignment. Because of a commitment to building relationships (Value and Fragility of Relationships) and commitment to sociocultural theory (Theory), we wanted more opportunities to hear student voices, but I also knew that such an activity may take the focus away from students working on their activities in their groups. We decided instead to assess their ongoing thinking and learning more informally using a whole class reporting at the beginning of sessions, which we named a Shower of Ideas, and at the last half of every session, by joining small group discussions in the breakout rooms. This thinking led us to understand knowledge teacher educators hold about student-to-student Relationships and how working together they could expand their own understanding of Content in purposeful ways in this online environment just as our work in in-person environments did.

My analysis of the planning vignette is not meant to suggest a specific list of what works and what doesn’t work while planning an online course. Rather, the vignette revealed a pattern of
discourse that led us to re-examine the purposes of the course. Also, by using backward design, we were able to articulate our *Pedagogical Intent* for the learning experiences leading up to the final project. This allowed us to attend to both what was vital in terms of *Content Knowledge* and how to respond appropriately to what we knew of *Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief*.

I made decisions about formal and informal assessments, trying to gauge how to give students just enough support, at just the right moment in their progress in their projects, using formative assessments such as whole class reporting in a Shower of Ideas and frequent check-ins with breakout rooms (*Content Knowledge*). Other examples of flexibility (*Fixed and Fluid Elements*) include the Work in Progress template, which was given to students as a way to collaboratively collect the knowledge they would need as they completed their final project. As Stefinee said, “This is just another way for students to document as they go along and for us to be able to check whether we have provided all the tools for them to draw forward what they know.” The WIP was not a required assignment, but a helpful framework for organizing the content they were learning in the course and to be applied in the final project.

The planning stage also involved deciding where to add the *Fixed and Fluid Elements* of the course, including homework, in-class activities, major assignment descriptions and rubrics, due dates, and reserving ample chunks of group work time. In the vignette, I addressed this when I said, “I think one of our obligations is to try to reduce anxiety for them by showing them all the pieces of the final assignment all in one place, right at the start.” In the shift to teaching online, I wanted to attend to all of the elements that need to be in place for students to be able to engage flexibly and for teachers to be able to utilize the resources, the timeline, and the group work in flexible ways.
In order to make pedagogical decisions, I observed that we often needed to express our ideas about Theory. Stefinee said, “I'm really concerned about how we are going to be responsive and sociocultural online.” During planning, while we did not often explicitly refer to theories of design and learning, it became clear as we made decisions about activities and content theory that theory was guiding our decision-making in implicit ways. For example, my past history teaching this course gave me familiarity with pedagogies based in social theories of learning and communities of practice. The course is designed around Vygotskian principles that learning occurs in interactions, and that for English learners, engaging in reading, writing, listening, and speaking develops cognitive understandings of both content and language. Thus, my heightened concern for Fixed and Fluid Elements, Pedagogical Intent, while attending to Milieu and Content in a project-based course design, was driven by an acknowledgement that these elements must be attended to for optimal interactions and learning to occur.

I recognized in planning my fundamental belief that pedagogy based in sociocultural theory is important, even crucial, to the success of English learners. Because the course is about preparing teachers to instruct English learners, frequently within a general education classroom, I am committed to trying to model what that pedagogy looks like for preservice teachers. This is revealed when Stefinee said, “This is about preservice teachers having time to develop their knowledge of working with English learners.” And also, later, when I said, “Each activity needs to support preservice teachers.” From my past experience as an adjunct instructor, I also knew that preservice teachers are not accustomed to student-centered, project-based, sociocultural classroom learning at the university. Yet, in planning, I spent a significant amount of time attending to these issues in order to be true to my guiding theoretical principles—not only attending to sociocultural theory but also engaging preservice teachers in learning content using
the things they needed to learn in teaching content to English learners (*Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief*).

In the ten sessions of this course on integrating content with language and literacy, an overarching, global concern is how to move preservice teachers’ propositional knowledge about English learners into knowledge they can apply as curriculum-makers (*Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief; Theory Matters*). Related to this theoretical belief, we stated that we want to “honor our commitment” to sociocultural theory by considering how each learning activity will help us to model and engage in sociocultural pedagogy online. If we had just decided to deliver the content lecture-style, we would have been done planning quickly, because we already had the content in place.

This questioning of pedagogical practices in order to meet preservice teachers where they are in their learning revealed my knowledge of *Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief*. This strand was expressed when we discussed the class schedule on the learning platform, examined each assignment required, and considered how to make transparent the project-based nature of the course. Since sociocultural teaching is based heavily on trust and building spaces for interaction to take place (*Theory; Relationships*), we took a “less is more” approach to planning. Our concern was evident in reflective statements such as, “If we do this, why?” and “What does this accomplish?” and “We don’t want students to have too many tasks.” Underlying our discussion and the decisions we made was our deep understanding of the course’s *Content* and our *Knowledge of Milieu* (in-person and online).

Also related to *Theory Matters*, there was a stated concern that I meet preservice teachers where they are in their learning. In the vignette we discussed common myths preservice teachers believe about English learners. Stefinee explained, “You can only learn what you are ready to
learn.” In this way, a theoretical commitment to sociocultural learning in planning helped me address *Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief*, accepting that preservice teachers enter our course with varying backgrounds. When I said, “Every student is different,” I am referring to these preservice teachers as well as to the K-12 children they will someday teach.

Knowledge of *Theory* and *Content* also was revealed as we discussed learning experiences that had long been used when teaching the course in-person. In other words, by giving up a reading and jigsaw activity, we opened more time in the session “to allow students more time to engage with each other on activities and homework that week.” This quote highlights a position I held that in order for preservice teachers’ textbook-based knowledge to become practical knowledge that would guide their classroom practice, they needed lots of experience integrating knowledge of the content with their experiences, beliefs, and understandings of teaching.

A commitment to sociocultural learning and development of embodied knowledge was revealed in discussions of *Pedagogical Intent*, since from this theoretical stance learning is developed in interacting with others in a community of practice and is shared using language. We made careful decisions about activities not only so preservice teachers would “have time” and learn from each other, but also to model to them the importance of giving their future students time and opportunity to use language and build the learning together. Understandings about *Theory* and *Content* translate into pedagogical choices in practice. I knew that activities such as a shared reading jigsaw or an online discussion board were potentially valuable learning activities, but in this context, those activities gave way to a commitment to sociocultural learning and a desire for students to have more space to collaborate and develop practical knowledge for teaching English learners outside of direct practice in a classroom.
In the process of examining each assignment, I noticed a tension between what parts of the course design could be fixed and what parts could remain open, or fluid (Fixed and Fluid Elements). Speaking of this process, I said, “We can spend this time on the details, really questioning the course purposes and design.” If we had built in the online discussion board task, this would be a “fixed” element in the course design, with directions easy to post in advance, easy for students to carry out asynchronously, and easy to quickly skim or respond to on our own time as instructors. Fixed elements take some of the uncertainty out of teaching. However, by choosing to rely on breakout rooms for informal assessments, our purpose remained the same but without adding an additional task for students. I already knew that in any course design, in-person or online, there is a risk to teach too much content, too quickly, and overwhelm students with moving parts when the intent was only to provide collaborative, engaging activities (Content Knowledge; Pedagogical Intent).

In the vignette, I talked about obligations to students and their obligations as well. In my previous work developing an online course, I saw how each activity built on each activity. With every activity and choice mapped, designed, and visible from the very beginning, it became imperative to be aware of Pedagogical Intent. I understood that Pedagogical Intent begins with understanding the desired outcomes but is not directly tied to observable behavior (like content objectives). Instead, it is very focused at the design level and becomes even more important when preparing online courses, as decisions about fixed elements are being made. In this way, Pedagogical Intent was revealed to be intrinsically connected to the other areas of teacher educator knowledge, especially choices in Content, an awareness of Milieu, and decisions regarding Fixed and Fluid Elements.
These planning sessions negotiating the Fixed and Fluid Elements of the course led to us wanting to structure class so that it had the same format each time. In the past, class sessions were very different, some being really content-heavy, filled with lots of reading, discussion, and activities, and other sessions given over as student work sessions. It became clear to me during planning that in some ways, when teaching the in-person course I had been holding to “favorite” assignments based in Content Knowledge. In an environment impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, our students had gone home to their permanent addresses, and the usual patterns of school and work had been interrupted. While in the past we had not worried about this variability so much in our in-person teaching, in this online context and given my understanding of the importance of Milieu, we decided that students might appreciate it if each session followed a predictable pattern. In the vignette, we attended to this concern and made changes in the pattern of class time in order to “make it explicit” and “reduce anxiety” so students might take “creative risks.”

These planning discussions led us to develop a new way of organizing the final assignment. In the past, students in small groups gathered the pieces of their curriculum-making and worked together however they wanted to manage it. This time, we provided a template on Google Docs we called their Work in Progress (WIP) that each group could use as an outline and to which each group member could contribute throughout the course. The suggestion came from our TA but was designed using my previous Content Knowledge about backward design learned from Joyce Nelson in my teacher education program, and that Stefinee had gained in her experiences on the architecture of a classroom.

My account of creating the WIP also revealed our knowledge of Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief and Value of Relationships. With a preservice teacher as a member of our
planning conversations, Stefinee often expressed her appreciation to Karrie for her insights and valuable input in course decisions. Indeed, I designed the WIP because of a suggestion Karrie made. She shared how when she took the course, her group had made a shared document to store their ideas, research references, and activities throughout the course. We made this template available for students, hoping that it might alleviate confusion in project planning, but we also allowed for groups to decide for themselves if it would be a useful tool or not. Even more, for this online setting we reduced the group size from five to three in order to give small groups even more time to talk and collaborate.

In this new teaching context online, I recognized a difference between planning for emergency remote teaching many were rushed to do in the Spring of 2020 and the deliberate online pedagogy that Stefinee and I prepared for teaching this course. At one point, I said, “I am sorry the students had to go home for spring term. But honestly, we were already poised to move this course into an online format so hey, it feels like a bonus that we can spend this time on the details, really questioning the course purposes and design.” Because of our previous experience in developing courses and moving them online, during this shift to teaching online we were able to carefully examine our Knowledge of Content, adapt our course activities to a new setting (Knowledge of Milieu), and attempt to get at what was fundamental, thus avoiding a “frantic frenzy at the beginning of class.”

Summary of Teacher Educator Knowledge in Planning

In summary, my teacher educator knowledge was represented as seven strands: Content Knowledge, Fixed and Flexible Elements, Knowledge of Milieu, Pedagogical Intent, Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief, Relationships, and Theory. These seven strands began to take form from the very beginning and were revealed in the ongoing analysis of taking field notes,
engaging with a critical friend, composing the vignette, and analyzing the vignette. While all seven strands of teacher educator knowledge were present in the process of planning the course, some strands were more evident than others.

**Content Knowledge.** This strand refers to the decisions I made in planning that emerged from my expertise in the subject matter as well as a professional understanding of how to engage learners with the subject matter (Shulman, 1986). Subject matter was not often explicitly addressed, but was definitely present during planning, because I was already very familiar with the content of the course. Decisions about content were not as prevalent in the data since we had already made many of these decisions when we designed this course for an in-person format. Since I had ample prior experience and instruction as an adjunct instructor of preservice teachers, knowledge of pedagogical practices such as project-based learning was also present in planning. Content knowledge informed and enriched other strands including pedagogical intent, fixed and fluid elements, preservice teacher knowledge and beliefs, and relationships.

**Knowledge of Fixed and Fluid Elements.** This refers to the elements of course design that are set in place during planning and areas that are left more flexible. This knowledge was addressed explicitly in planning, especially in relation to decisions about content, activities, and pedagogical intent and the constraints of milieu. In planning to teach a course I had already taught and helped reconstruct many times, this knowledge was challenged often as we discussed how various “favorite” activities would now be engaged in by students online and to make “all the tools” accessible to students. During planning, I worked to make the activities and purposes of the class “explicit” and “methodical.” Thus, this strand was informed by and interacted often my knowledge of content, milieu, theory, and pedagogical intent.
Knowledge of Milieu. This refers to my understanding that teachers and learners interact with the content in a given milieu, taken from Schwab’s (1973) conception of the commonplaces of an educational setting. In planning, this knowledge of milieu was evident in my awareness of the challenges all were facing from the pandemic and because of previous experience designing courses and considering content to be included in online courses. Despite being intimately familiar with the content of the course, my co-teacher and I set aside ample planning space because we were urgently considering what adjustments we would need to make for teaching online. While preparing for the course, I was constantly attending to the settings and environments of learners and teachers in relation to the other strands of teacher educator knowledge. In particular, I was aware of milieu when choosing content and preparing to make resources digitally available, when creating the course activities and identifying pedagogical intent.

Knowledge of Pedagogical Intent. This refers to the endeavor of a course designer to identify the intended learning experience desired and align the content delivery and the learning activity accordingly (Allman & Pinnegar, 2020). During the planning of this course, my understanding of pedagogical intent informed the selection of content and even the reduction of required subject matter, the design of activities around carefully targeted goals, and the choice of digital tools. Given the distress and unusual situation that every student was experiencing, I understood even more the need to prioritize and evaluate learning activities in order to reduce clutter and student anxiety and increase opportunities for students to collaborate on their curriculum projects. By attending carefully to the pedagogical intent of each learning experience, we kept our focus on our knowledge of preservice teacher learning and the role of a teacher educator in moving their knowledge forward. Therefore, this strand was immediately relevant for
the planning of this online course and strongly connected to decisions related to content, theory, milieu, preservice teacher knowledge and beliefs, the value of relationships, and fixed and fluid elements.

**Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief.** This refers to the personal practical knowledge of teachers, specifically, a recognition that preservice teachers know a lot about teaching and my role as a teacher educator is to help shape and reshape the knowledge they already have (Clandinin, 2000). This knowledge was explicitly discussed in the vignette several times, such as when we made decisions about the schedule, developed the Work in Progress template, and considered what preservice teachers already knew about English learners. Even though I had not yet met the preservice teachers I would be teaching, I still made decisions about course design based on my past experience preparing preservice teachers and based on a stated commitment to support and engage preservice teachers in whatever way they are ready to learn. This strand was often entwined with knowledge of relationships and theory.

**Value and Fragility of Relationships.** This refers to the socio-relational course design as an-evidence-based pedagogy for supporting preservice teacher learning and for supporting English learners in developing literacy and language. This strand also refers to the knowledge I hold as a teacher educator about honoring my obligations to students, communicating expectations, and inviting trust. During planning, my knowledge about relationships was more implied than explicit and especially related to matters of theory. In planning, I was thinking ahead about how to help relationships flourish by my careful consideration of an online format, giving more time for groups to work together, reducing the complexity and “busy-ness” of the sessions, and articulating the core expectations for each activity. Thus, even though no relationships with students were developing yet, during planning my knowledge of and
commitment to building relationships still informs and connects with all the strands of content, milieu, theory, preservice teacher knowledge and belief, pedagogical intent, and fixed and fluid elements.

**Knowledge of Theory.** This refers to understandings about the nature of knowledge and how learning occurs. This strand specifically emerged several times in the planning vignette, such as a stated commitment to learning as a sociocultural act, moving textbook knowledge into practical knowledge, and engaging preservice teachers in theory-based practices for English learners. Much of the time knowledge of theory was implicitly enacted in connection with other strands such as when we made decisions related to pedagogy, content, technology, and student engagement. From the project-based course design to the reduced size of groups in breakout rooms, these decisions about how to set up the learning environment cannot be separated from a strong underlying strand of theoretical knowledge.

**Teaching**

I began with an analytic narrative vignette that captured exemplars of the kind of teaching experiences I engaged in and revealed the strands of teacher educator knowledge that emerged in analysis of the data related to teaching the course. Then I provided an analysis of the vignette to make visible and clear to the reader how it represented clear evidence of the strands and of my teacher educator knowledge in action. I concluded the analysis of the teaching vignette with a summary of how each of the seven strands of teacher educator knowledge were revealed in both explicit and implicit ways and how they influenced each other.

**Teaching Vignette: Teaching Content-Based Literacy and Language Instruction Online**

In our first session of class, Dr. Pinnegar introduced herself by sharing where she grew up in St. George, Utah. “It’s important in our learning to find connections with each
other. Even though we are on Zoom, we are going to have lots of opportunities to interact. Relationships in education are the most important thing… These people in this room are going to be some of your best support as you take up teaching.”

While she talked, I tried to memorize each of the fifteen faces and names showing up Brady-Bunch style on my screen. When it was my turn, I reiterated the importance of relationships, sharing how Dr. Pinnegar had been my professor as a preservice teacher.

“We’re hoping we will be willing to laugh at each other in kind ways as we work out an online class. Dr. Pinnegar, and through her, me, since she was my teacher at BYU, are very committed to sociocultural learning as an evidence-based practice for English learners to develop language and literacy. So, in everything that we thought about for this class, we are thinking about how we can make the relationships matter and how we can engage you in learning this content in the same way we want you to work with your students.”

Then we spent some time outlining the course and assigning groups. I kept my eye on the clock. Dr. Pinnegar said, “Our main concern when we decided to put students in the same group for all the assignments was to simplify the amount of coordinating you would have to do for presentations and then later for final curriculum projects. Usually when you do your group’s presentation, we let you do whatever you want, but to simplify it we have given you specific directions. But please read that assignment carefully and if you have suggestions for adjustment let us know.”

I jumped in, “Yes, the class will go fast—twice a week, five weeks, and we’re done. Because of that, you need to let us know if something is not working.”
Even though we made this explicit, we knew we would have to worry about this decision and watch the small groups of three carefully week by week. We also knew that while we had built typical safeguards into the assignments to reduce group members taking advantage of each other, I was always hyper-aware of group interactions. That day, like other days, we moved from breakout room to breakout room, observing how the groups functioned together, communicated with each other and delegated tasks appropriately. We would join groups and then the two of us would meet in the main Zoom room for a few minutes to confer about what was happening and if there was any confusion or concern we needed to fix.

For the second session, we had asked students to look over the timeline and ask questions about the assignments. We wanted students to see that we took their questions, their concerns seriously, because we knew that we would always need to nourish relationships and this was one way to do it. In this second class, one student pointed out discrepancies in due dates. “Thank you for pointing this out,” I said. Then, on the spot and with students waiting, I cleaned up those mistakes. Another student immediately asked us to clarify directions. Our responsiveness seemed to make them more open in expressing confusion or point out what they perceived as our errors.

We usually began class by inviting every student to offer an insight or a question about what they were learning from the homework. Students engaged enthusiastically in this routine activity. We called this activity a Shower of Ideas. One day we used the activity as a quiz after a guest teacher expert visited via Zoom to teach the students about using SIOP (Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol). After the guest presentation, I asked, “You have a colleague without an ESL endorsement who has several English
learners in her class. She asks you for advice. What are the big ideas from SIOP that you will share?”

After some silence, one student responded, taking up the role play invitation, “Your English learners are capable of being held to high academic standards. Let me tell you about comprehensible input…”

Another student added, “These are some ways I assess if students understand the concept, even if they are limited in English. I can show you how I do it.”

One day we both had positive experiences visiting with groups. During the breakout sessions, I joined one group to listen in and offer help. After briefly acknowledging me with a hello, they immediately went back to their project. Corinne described her progress on her activity, but then eagerly added, “Dani, I saw this link and thought it would be so perfect for you. See this?” Corinne then shared her screen and showed her group what she had found. They all exclaimed and started brainstorming how to incorporate these new ideas into their overarching objectives for their activity centers. Meanwhile, Dr. Pinnegar was visiting with another group, amazed at their camaraderie. She asked them if they had known each other before. They all shook their heads no.

Roxanne asked, “How did you decide to put us in these groups? I didn’t even know these women before, but I love collaborating with them. These are my new best friends.”

In the final sessions, I observed groups working with smooth efficiency to finish their projects. One group was chatting about an upcoming wedding when I joined. They were aware I was there, and it only took a moment before Jane said, “Celina, glad you’re
here. We have some questions for you, but I had to tell my group, these last few months
have been so hard.”

I was amused. “Oh, why is that? Being away from your fiancé?”

“No, it’s all about the dress! I haven’t had any bread for EIGHT WEEKS!”

They all laughed and then immediately segued into their questions.

“Celina, when we write our directions to the activities, we want to include
pictures. Is that what you mean by providing text modification?”

“Yes, that’s great. Show me.”

“See, we have pictures of what the kids should do at each table. The picture along
with the text can help struggling readers and English learners know what to do at this
center.”

“Exactly. Let me know if you have any more questions. Looking good. And Jane,
so excited for your upcoming wedding.”

**Analysis of the Teaching Vignette**

Just like in reporting the analysis of the previous vignette on planning, I analyzed the
teaching vignette systematically by highlighting the seven strands of teacher educator knowledge
as they unfolded and connected, and I indicated them in italicized font to provide emphasis and
clarity. However, where, when and how these strands of teacher educator knowledge were
present and intertwined in the teaching vignette was not identical to the ways in which they were
present in the planning vignette. Therefore, presenting the teaching vignette and presenting
analysis of the strands in the context of teaching expands understanding of them. Again, these
strands of teacher educator knowledge are: **Content Knowledge, Fixed and Fluid Elements,**
**Knowledge of Milieu, Pedagogical Intent, Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief, Value and**
Fragility of Relationships, and Theory Matters. At the end, I summarized the insights that emerged from examining my teacher educator knowledge while teaching this online course.

Unlike my raw notes from planning and reflecting, the records of teaching were mostly taken from recordings of the whole class portions of Zoom meetings. I was uncomfortable watching myself in the Zoom recording, especially in the first minutes of the first session as I introduced myself to the class. While Dr. Pinnegar sounded confident and comfortable, to myself I sounded a bit too self-conscious and ingratiating. If I were a student watching me (I thought), I would think that teacher was mildly interesting, a little milquetoast, or worst of all, irritating. However, once I got past the discomfort of watching myself, I was able to consider what the teaching interaction revealed to me about my teacher educator knowledge, and I was immediately reminded of the Value and Fragility of Relationships. As a teacher educator, I knew that relationships between preservice teachers and teacher educators could be disrupted simply because of perceptions, first impressions, or misunderstandings that could make it difficult for students to connect to, engage with, and value what the teacher educator is offering.

Indeed, this strand about the Value and Fragility of Relationships immediately came to the forefront in the teaching vignette. Now that teaching the course was in motion, “I tried to memorize each of the fifteen faces and names showing up Brady-Bunch style on my screen.” Dr. Pinnegar told the class, “Relationships in education are the most important thing.” In class introductions, in the very first minutes of the course, we “reiterated the importance of relationships,” and explained how “we are very committed to sociocultural learning as an evidence-based practice for English learners to develop language and literacy” (Content; Theory). I encouraged students to notice how the class was designed for “learning this content in the same way we want you to work with your students” (Content; Theory).
Theoretical knowledge, especially a stance that learning occurs as a social process, was continually evident in practice and not just word, in both Dr. Pinnegar’s and my engagement in pacing, encouraging, and allowing student participation. For example, checking in on breakout groups was a tricky business. In the vignette, I assessed the health and progress of groups, ready to intervene or make adjustments if necessary. As I joined a breakout room, I was always immediately aware of the climate—whether it was positive and productive (Milieu). Further, I was very aware that I had multiple responsibilities, such as: was Content being accurately represented and applied, was the activity meeting its Pedagogical Intent, were the preservice teachers working together with all participants contributing and learning. This kind of attention to how well groups were collaborating is evidence of both an attention to Theory, especially sociocultural pedagogy, and Relationships.

Just like when a teacher drifts from table to table in a classroom, it was often a struggle to determine accurately what each group needed when it was their turn for a visit from me. For example, when joining a breakout room, I could potentially make the assumption that a group is off task, such as when I joined the group in the teaching vignette who were discussing wedding plans, and come in with a heavy-handed presence. In this exemplar, I described myself as silently standing by, knowing they could see that I was there, willing to observe and hear the group converse. Fortunately, I resisted pushing them toward a focus on the Content or their engagement with the Fixed Elements to be considered.

As it turned out, this group had progressed already very far in their planning, as revealed when they “immediately segued into their questions.” Although they were not waiting for a teacher’s help, they were taking a moment from what had obviously been a deep engagement with the assignment to chat. They were not embarrassed to be caught off-task, and truly, there
was no reason for them to be. As their teacher educator, I was glad that they were enjoying their time together. From the questions they asked me, it appeared they were producing strong activity centers (Pedagogical Intent; Content).

In the past, I have had students tell me cheerfully that they have no questions and everything is great, and then during final grading I would find out their final projects were not very high quality. Because of this past experience, in the vignette, even as I described the positive experiences and groups “working with smooth efficiency,” I was not seduced into believing that the amiable hard-working atmosphere I typically experienced in the breakout rooms was the whole story (Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief). Also, from such encounters, I have learned to pause and listen when I join groups, as I did here, in order to observe what is really going on.

More strands of teacher educator knowledge were evident in the story about the wedding dress, and it was not about the dress. When I joined this group, Jane asked, “Celina, when we write our directions to the activities, we want to include pictures. Is that what you mean by providing text modification?” In Jane’s question to me and subsequent explanation of her activity design, she showed me that she was comfortable using the language and concepts of the course, easily conversing about text modifications and appropriate design for supporting the academic development of English learners (Content Knowledge; Pedagogical Intent). In preparing to teach the course, it was important to me to build in ample space for preservice teachers to express their growing skill in speaking the language of teaching (Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief), and now, while teaching, in this time reserved for groups to work, I was able to observe preservice teachers using the academic discourse of teaching language learners and support their thinking through dialogue (Fixed and Fluid Elements). In action, my teaching
was often purposeful as I tried to model effective sociocultural pedagogical practices in hope that these future teachers will also allow their English learners space and time to explore, try out new academic words, clarify, and explain the academic concepts they are learning (Theory).

Although assignments were fixed during planning, I knew certain details and adjustments would need to be addressed in the moment (Fixed and Fluid Elements). In this class, students in breakout groups often had a question that I could either answer immediately, draw from a group member, or track down an answer while the group continued working (Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief; Content Knowledge). In an in-person environment, co-teachers’ interactions are generally always public but in a Zoom classroom, Dr. Pinnegar and I could quickly confer in privacy when we met in between checking on breakout rooms or privately messaging each other or the TA. In these moments, we attended to whether the Content was being taken up, whether the Pedagogical Intent of the activity was being met, whether Preservice Teacher Knowledge was being built, and whether the Relationships in the groups were thriving. Using breakout rooms created a valuable space where students could build their knowledge because they could speak freely with each other without having to worry about being too loud, overheard, or recorded (Content Knowledge, Pedagogical Intent, Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Beliefs). These were changes that I recognized in this new online teaching environment that now added to my knowledge of Milieu.

The teaching vignette revealed the tentative nature of teacher-student relationships, such as during the role-play quiz at the end of a guest speaker visit (Value and Fragility of Relationships). In this exemplar, I asked students to respond to the question about how to help a colleague who had some questions about an English learner. Although responses did not flow from the students immediately, when they finally spoke, they revealed their familiarity and
comfort with the language of the course, addressing concepts such as “comprehensible input” and assessments for students with limited English vocabulary \((\text{Content; Pedagogical Intent})\). However, unlike past, more enthusiastic experiences with students sharing their ideas in our routine Shower of Ideas at the beginning of each class, this time there was a distinct pause and hesitance before students began to participate \((\text{Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief})\). The students showed reluctance to participate when the familiar Shower of Ideas format was now being used as a summative quiz, instead of as a more comfortable and informal beginning-of-class discussion \((\text{Pedagogical Intent})\). Student pre-held beliefs about being tested may have hindered their willingness to participate \((\text{Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Beliefs})\).

Also revealed in the vignette was an ongoing consideration of \textit{Pedagogical Intent} founded in \textit{Theory}. For example, the vignette revealed during our frequent visits to small groups that the learning purposes of the project-based curriculum activity were being met, and students’ learning was proceeding as desired. While teaching, I often found myself attuned to the pacing and time spent on each activity. This awareness of time is typical for any experienced teacher, but particularly true in order for me to be true to my guiding goals for this course. In the vignette, awareness of pacing and time was revealed in the proportion of the vignette devoted to whole class time compared to the number of exemplars that revealed small group engagement. The vignette made clear that during teaching, I allowed time and space for groups to be able to develop their ideas for their final projects, listened to students articulate their personal practical knowledge of teaching English learners, and modeled a commitment to sociocultural learning with dedicated class time \((\text{Milieu, Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief; Content})\).

The vignette revealed that much of the time I spent in class looked more like management of the various pieces, and definitely was not a one-sided delivery of content. This
reflected my previous understanding of how *Fixed and Fluid Elements* needed to come together in productive ways in order for student learning to flourish. For me, this understanding was deepened as I taught alongside Dr. Pinnegar and observed her ways of conveying a willingness to listen and be flexible. For example, when explaining presentations, Dr. Pinnegar said, “If you have suggestions for adjustment let us know.” Even with established *Content, Fixed Elements* and other parameters, this openness to student need and response (*Fluid Elements*) revealed a commitment to the pedagogical demands of sociocultural *Theory*. In the vignette, I was often busy addressing student questions related to the development of materials, presentations, and assignments, keeping the class activities moving according to schedule, and supporting groups in their breakout rooms during the last portion of each session (*Milieu, Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief, Relationships*). My responses attempted to convey this same openness I observed in Dr. Pinnegar, such as when I said, “Thank you for pointing this out.” Further, as I noted, “Our responsiveness seemed to make them more open.” Especially given the context of teaching in an online environment, student questions were one of the most important windows into preservice teacher thinking and also for establishing and supporting teacher-student relationships.

The participation of preservice teachers in the vignette revealed how, by design, much of the speaking and even teaching in the class was being done by them (*Pedagogical Intent; Theory Matters*). In each session, students were engaged at the beginning of class in sharing their insights from readings and homework in a Shower of Ideas. Then, students were engaged in class activities such as presenting to the class on the Standards for Effective Pedagogy, analyzing corpus studies of textbooks, meeting with a guest lecturer, or getting help on their final activity center projects from the mentor teacher. During the final portion of each session, students were
engaged with their groups in breakout rooms, designing the various pieces of their activity centers with a focus on building language and literacy in English learners. All of this student engagement was represented in the vignette as students talking, asking, listening, presenting, sharing a screen, writing, and reading. As teacher educators, Dr. Pinnegar and I were busy too, but what we did looked like managing, clarifying, attending to the pacing, and deciding when to intervene and when to exercise restraint (*Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief; Milieu*).

During teaching, I became more comfortable with my own understanding that sociocultural, project-based learning feels messier and more uncertain to students and that part of my role was to be patient, relax, and patiently answer all those questions, always striving to achieve better clarity next time (*Theory Matters, Fixed and Fluid Elements*). Particularly in this new context of teaching online during a global pandemic, I felt an added obligation to attend to student confusion by designing the course with *Fixed and Flexible Elements*, making sure each activity has been reduced to its essence and pedagogical purpose, and making transparent how these assignments built to the final project. As represented in the planning vignette, this work was mainly accomplished in preparing to teach the course. In this teaching phase, the fixed elements were set in motion, referred to often, and adjusted as needed. In the moments of teaching, I attended to this obligation by modeling a relaxed willingness to learn and “nourish relationships” and by taking student questions seriously. After fixing some mistakes in the schedule, I noted, “Our responsiveness seemed to make them more open in expressing confusion or point out what they perceived as our errors.”

There is another aspect of the *Value and Fragility of Relationships* worth mentioning in relation to the vignette. I have past experience and knowledge about how tenuous connections built in a learning community can be damaged by students not inclined to take up the invitation
to participate in sociocultural learning. I have also been in classes where one student destroyed learning opportunities for group members. This did not occur in this class, but it is clear in statements such as, “I was always hyper-aware of group interactions,” and, “We knew we would have to worry … and watch the small groups of three carefully week by week,” that I am aware of the possibility and ready to intervene if needed. I knew that careful attention to how the relationships were functioning would increase the likelihood that the activities would meet their Pedagogical Intent.

There are other ways the vignette revealed how students were participants in each other’s learning (Theory Matters). Perhaps because of time given for students to discuss and plan together in their small groups as well as the readily available materials needed to support learning (Fluid and Fixed Elements), there was evidence that group members were particularly aware of the needs of other students, even when working independently. For example, Corinne was eager to share resources she found on her own with a member of her group. She said, “Dani, I saw this link and thought it would be so perfect for you. See this?” After she shared the new ideas with her group, I observed, “They all exclaimed and started brainstorming how to incorporate these new ideas into their overarching objectives for their activity centers.” Thus, by attending to the Value of Relationships as a matter of Theory and making certain that needed materials were present and accessible (Fixed and Fluid Elements), I was able to observe positive evidence of preservice teacher learning as they engaged in the learning experiences that had been planned with careful attention to the activity’s Pedagogical Intent.

**Summary of Teacher Educator Knowledge in Teaching**

In summary, in the moments of teaching online, the seven strands of teacher educator knowledge were represented: Content Knowledge, Fixed and Flexible Elements, Knowledge of
Milieu, Pedagogical Intent, Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief, Value and Fragility of Relationships and Theory. The strands were revealed throughout analysis of the field data, while composing the vignette, and in unpacking the vignette. While all seven strands of teacher educator knowledge were present while teaching the course, some strands were more evident than others.

**Content Knowledge.** During teaching, content knowledge refers to the subject matter taught and available to preservice teachers as well as my ongoing pedagogical efforts to strengthen, enrich, or support their learning. As I was teaching, preservice teacher knowledge of content was explicitly revealed in their discourse with each other, questions to me, and as they engaged with the class resources. This made visible to me whether they were learning and understanding the content that activity was designed to teach them. Schwab’s (1973) commonplaces of an educational setting add to my understanding that the content of a curriculum can be tailored according to time and place, teacher and learner. In the vignette on teaching, preservice teachers interacted with content in small-group activities to prepare presentations and design curriculum projects. Significantly, it as I reviewed the actions of students during activities that I was reminded of my own knowledge of the subject matter, particularly since I was tracking whether they were learning the content I wanted them to learn. In these interactions as I responded to students, I was reminded that teacher educators require a deep knowledge of the subject matter in order to be ready, in the moment, to adjust, clarify, re-teach, and otherwise move preservice teachers forward in their own learning (Shulman, 1986). During the teaching phase, the teacher educator’s knowledge of content enhanced other strands including theory, pedagogical intent, fixed and fluid elements, and especially preservice teacher knowledge and beliefs.
Knowledge of Fixed and Fluid Elements. This refers to both the prepared elements of course design that now are drawn on each class to provide structure and the action and response of the teacher educator in the moment of instruction. The fluid aspects of this kind of knowledge were evident in the ability of the instructor to foresee and forestall confusion, make in-the-moment adjustments, and allow for flexibility when required. The fixed elements are the materials, directions, and other resources provided to the learners that are already prepared and in place and facilitate the instructor’s ability to respond effectively in the moment. The teacher educator’s knowledge of fixed and fluid elements was relevant and expressed frequently during teaching. It was especially visible in relation to preservice teacher questions about content, digital availability of resources, schedules, and other documents, as well as in the routine pattern and structure of class time. It was also evident as I made in-flight decisions to alter or adjust activities in the moment of instruction. As I made adjustments, I was reminded how much more difficult that was in an online version of the course than it is face-to-face. During teaching, it helped to see these elements as an interplay rather than a dichotomy, since both fixed and fluid elements were useful, even necessary, in teaching the course. Since many of the fixed elements were decided upon during planning, they were not as obvious or explicit in teaching except when adjustments needed to be made. Especially in online teaching, I recognized that fixed elements were fundamental for the course to operate smoothly and ironically, for adjustments to be made quickly and effectively. This strand interacted often with content, milieu, and preservice teacher knowledge and belief.

Knowledge of Milieu. This strand refers to the importance of the context and other constraints of the environment to the teaching and learning. Given the online format, distant location of each student joining class, and the unusual challenges that every student was
experiencing in a global pandemic, I understood even more the need to monitor learning activities, constantly gauge student anxiety, and support student collaboration on their curriculum projects. One unique aspect of knowledge of milieu in an online context is an understanding of the variability in student access and my own technical knowledge in supporting them. This was often relevant to understanding clearly the fixed and fluid elements. In addition, I was aware of milieu in relation to preservice teacher knowledge and belief, teaching the content, and theory.

**Knowledge of Pedagogical Intent.** This is a concept based on the work of Allman and Pinnegar (2020) that identifies what a teacher educator designs a learning task to accomplish. Attention to pedagogical intent guides a teacher educator in identifying content, developing activities, and in selecting and modifying digital tools. During teaching, this knowledge was relevant as I observed and supported students participating in learning experiences together. Pedagogical intent was prevalent during planning, but now during teaching, it was still relevant as I worked closely alongside students and observed carefully to determine if an activity was working as intended. Pedagogical intent was closely connected with knowledge of milieu, preservice teacher knowledge and belief, theory, and content.

**Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief.** During planning, activities are designed, content is selected, often based on the teacher educator’s understanding of the knowledge and belief that preservice teachers bring to the course. During teaching, it refers to my understanding that preservice teachers already know a lot about teaching, my commitment to honoring their perspectives, ideas, questions, and growth, and my attention to what they are learning and whether they are able to pull forward their prior knowledge and integrate it. This knowledge was revealed in the vignette when Dr. Pinnegar and I interacted with students, helping to shape and
reshape the knowledge they already had. This strand was connected to decisions related to milieu, content, theory, and fixed and fluid elements.

**Value and Fragility of Relationships.** This strand constantly weighs on the thinking and action of teacher educators during teaching. I recognized that teacher educators are hyper-sensitive to the responses of students to each other and to the teacher educator. This strand was also represented by my commitment to building class connection and discourse that invited questions and openness in order to support learning. In the act of teaching, my knowledge about relationships was evident when I visited breakout rooms, for example, and made fine-tuned decisions about when and how to engage, listen, question, or redirect which were not always explicit. Goodlad’s (1990a) assertion that teachers are valued for their judgment was evident here too, since much of relationship building and communicating well happens quickly, as teacher educators engage with preservice teachers, see a need, and act on it. Because the course ran only five weeks and students joined via Zoom, my “hyper-” awareness of the fragility of relationships was heightened during teaching. Teacher educator knowledge of relationships was especially connected to milieu, preservice teacher knowledge and belief, and theory.

**Knowledge of Theory.** This refers to a theoretical stance about the nature of knowledge and how learning occurs. This strand specifically emerged in my teaching in relation to student engagement in the activities of the course, especially reporting during a Shower of Ideas and collaborating in their small groups to build curriculum for English learners. Much of the time my knowledge of theory was present in the fixed and fluid elements of the course. The kinds of activities designed and the insistence on interaction with fellow students and application of ideas to specific practice set in place the theories on which this course was constructed. Thus, knowledge of theory was implicitly enacted in connection with other strands, such as when I
engaged with students on issues of content, listened to them think and apply their textbook knowledge to the curriculum they were making, and in my efforts to value and strengthen relationships. This strand connected with all the strands, but especially as I engaged with students.

Reflecting

I began with an analytic narrative vignette that captured exemplars of the debriefing and reflecting I engaged in and revealed the strands of teacher educator knowledge that emerged in analysis of the data related to reflecting on the course. The first part of the vignette captured more of the conversational pattern of immediate debriefing. The discussion pattern of the final debriefing, represented in the last part of the vignette, in turn captured the topics and thinking in a different way and relied on excerpts from my final journaling. Then I provided an analysis of the vignette to make visible and clear to the reader how it provided clear evidence of the strands and how my teacher educator knowledge unfolded. I concluded the analysis of the reflecting vignette with a summary of how each of the seven strands of teacher educator knowledge were revealed in both explicit and implicit ways and how they influenced each other.

Reflecting Vignette: Reflecting on the Course and My Knowledge

After a session of TELL, my head was pounding from listening so intently and observing faces so closely and keeping my own face schooled in an expression of engaged interest. I could feel the letdown of teacher-tension as the last student waved good-bye and left the Zoom meeting. Stefinee, the TA, and I stared at each other over Zoom, the online space suddenly much smaller.
“Are you as tired as I am?” Stefinee quipped. The thing about working with Stefinee is that she always speaks honestly and treats each of us, me, the graduate student and Karrie, the undergraduate TA, as valued colleagues.

I managed a grin and then said, honestly, “I always feel wrung out after the first session.”

Stefinee said, “As teachers, we tend to be really emotionally ‘on,’ but it’s hard in this context to gauge how class is going. We can’t really read their faces as well on Zoom.”

“What do you mean?” Karrie had been working as a TA long enough to know that her questions were valued.

Stefinee continued, “You’ve taught in practicum, Karrie, working one-on-one trying to figure out what a child knows. It takes observation and all your concentration.”

Karrie nodded, “Yeah, you’re right.”

Stefinee explained, “But in Zoom we can’t see clearly enough their facial features, the nuances of their body language, the subtlety, yet we are still trying to look for that.”

As we talked, we discussed next class time, especially trying to resolve issues with technology.

Without looking up from typing notes, I had to vent for a minute, “What was up with those stupid breakout rooms! We had it all set up and then, disaster!”

“Don’t worry,” Karrie said, “It worked out.”

“But we were so prepared! We had it all set up! I just hate looking incompetent.”
After a few more sessions we noticed fewer of these issues and began to feel optimistic. Another day, as the last student left, Stefinee said, “OK women, I think it went well.”

“Yay!” I laughed with relief, “We got breakout rooms to work this time.”

Karrie gave us a thumbs up. “Everyone was super understanding and understood everything.” Karrie, who kept us terribly organized, always sounded positive.

I felt I had to give myself an honest critique. “I never seem to learn this. Even though I know better, I guess I assume students know the learning platform and then I tend to rush through the directions. I just forget that I know the timeline and I look at their faces and they look so bored. It never occurs to me that maybe they are confused. But regardless, they need me to share my screen and show them where content is found, where to find articles to download, etc. and not go so fast.”

We continued to talk through the next session to make sure everyone knew their jobs.

“It says on my notes we’re meeting with Ann next week, I mean, Thursday.” For the final project, students designed learning activities for Ann, a practicing teacher. Ann first came to introduce students to the content objectives she had chosen. Groups in the class were to base their activity centers on the objectives she chose. They needed to understand the variability of her students and the context of her school community to do this well. Because Zoom made it easy to have her join us from her home about an hour away, rather than visiting us only twice as we did when the course met in person, we were able to have her visit the class several times.
“That’s right. Ann is coming,” Stefinee confirmed. “So, what else do we have, Celina?”

“What I want to do is start with a share, post questions in the chat, and that should be fast. They won’t have much yet. Then the SEP group will present. Then you’re doing the Bible activity to introduce how to plan activity centers so you’ll want to have that planned out how you want to do it. Then Ann, then they’re going to choose a standard, then groups will breakout.”

Stefinee had already thought about how her Bible activity might work online, but we digressed to discuss a few options. “I’ve got to think about how to do this so it works.”

“You might want to make a PowerPoint,” I suggested.

“No, the problem is you construct it as you go. Maybe I’ll have them draw it as we capture our ideas.” Stefinee continued, “You know what happened today during breakouts? You know how we’ve been worried about Allie? Well today when I joined their breakout room, I wondered aloud why she was missing and suddenly I heard her voice, “I’m here!” The rest of her group explained she was joining by phone because her connection was so poor. Such a relief! I was really worried about her participation and how her group was doing because we know she’s joining us from another time zone.”

******

When the course was over, I drove to Stefinee’s house to grade final projects and evaluate the changes we had made for the online course. At her kitchen table, I took this opportunity to wonder out loud about teacher educator knowledge and capture our conversation with note taking.
“I actually think I felt less resistance in this online format than I typically do in-person,” Stefinee said. Today we shared a sandwich from Jimmy Johns.

“That is surprising, but feels true,” I said. “Why is that, I wonder? Students were stuck at home. Maybe that made the difference. For them it was more relaxed—they were able to lean against pillows, wear their slippers, and unobtrusively check a text or leave to use the bathroom. Yet they still produced high quality final assignments. I am relieved and a little surprised.”

I typed the question, “In the transition to online, how is my teacher educator knowledge revealed?” and began musing aloud.

“Online or face-to-face, I am still left with the fragility of relationships. The students became good friends in their groups. I think I learned something about not trying to be too fancy with mixing up groups because that consistency of meeting with the same three people actually contributed to their success. I hope I will recognize the students if I see them on campus someday.”

Stefinee took notes as I talked. Then she added, “In face-to-face across time where you are teaching the same course, you gain an understanding of where tangles and misunderstanding might emerge—you get better at pacing, you get better at questioning and figuring out where they are. We are always questioning the content—what needs to be reduced, or expanded, when to simplify or be more explicit. I’ve never taught a class exactly the same even with a course as specified as the TELL courses.”

In this spirit of turn-taking, we continued debriefing and note-taking. I added, “Another thing, I think it is hard to teach a project-based course in person or on Zoom and allow so much time to be spent not showing off how much I know. So often in either
setting I have to be patient, listen, and prod. I think this transition reveals another shift in technology. I have adapted over the years. As a side note, it was interesting that in this setting the students appeared to appreciate the breakout time we gave them to work together. In person, students often resent being forced to sit at a table in a group, when what they want to do is divvy up tasks and get out of class early.”

Stefinee knew what I meant. “Once we could contact students by e-mail this shifted the nature of face-to-face teaching. ‘Oh, I forgot to tell the class something! I’ll send a reminder in email.’ I also think it shifted relationships with students. You could reach out better when they weren’t there or you wondered if something hurt them or they misunderstood. Also, we do group work so we have always given space in class to work face-to-face. I had high expectations that they could learn from each other as they interacted and I wasn’t sure how that would work online.”

We also discussed our theoretical underpinnings. I said, “As we designed the course, it took a lot of effort and time. In the same sense that our time is limited, so we have to make sure that class time is productive.”

Stefinee added, “That means everything has to be there and ready for them to use. Sometimes for in-person teaching, I can run back to my office or grab a set of books I want to use out of storage, but all of that has to be prepared and available.”

I continued, “At the same time, for example, we intentionally chose to have students prepare on-line presentations, and we knew it could get messy. But we reasoned it was still important. One reason why was that in light of this pandemic, we have an added objective: We want them to have practice teaching and especially practice teaching online because the format is a real possibility. Even for K-12 teachers it is a possibility.”
These are elementary teachers and perhaps they never envisioned having to do that. We have relinquished control and allowed students to do things. Our class might not be as glossy but not because we did not have the skill.”

In response, Stefinee looked at me and reaffirmed, “Theory matters. A commitment to sociocultural teaching is revealed in your choices and actions as a teacher.”

**Analysis of the Reflecting Vignette**

Similar to my analyses of planning and teaching, I analyzed the reflecting vignette systematically by highlighting each of the seven strands of teacher educator knowledge. In this analysis, I showed how they interrelate and how the connections shift somewhat since reflecting occurs in the midst of examining what happened in the teaching and making adjustments for planning future sessions or future courses. In order to draw attention to how the strands emerge and interact, I indicated them in italicized font. At the end, I summarized the understandings that emerged from examining my teacher educator knowledge while reflecting on the course. Again, these strands of teacher educator knowledge are *Content Knowledge, Fixed and Fluid Elements, Knowledge of Milieu, Pedagogical Intent, Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief, Value and Fragility of Relationships,* and *Theory Matters.*

In the vignette, it became immediately apparent in the moments just following teaching how physically exhausting it was to teach in an online synchronous classroom for several hours. As the last student waved goodbye and left the Zoom meeting, I described a “let-down of teacher tension,” and reported, “I always feel wrung out after the first session.” Part of the exhaustion expressed here was related to the effort it took to watch students’ faces and body language for signs of understanding, engagement, or not (*Milieu; Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief).*
Stefinee explained, “In Zoom we can’t see clearly enough their facial features, the nuances of their body language.” Unlike asynchronous online classes, we still had chosen to meet for the scheduled class hours in order to provide interaction and allow groups to work together and demonstrate their learning in real time (Theory; Pedagogical Intent). However, only meeting students online added to a feeling of disconnect that we often worried about during debriefing. Stefinee compared this intent, emotional work of connecting in higher education to the experience of a practicing teacher working closely with a student to determine “what a child knows” (Milieu; Content Knowledge; Value and Fragility of Relationships).

Just after teaching, it was typical for the three of us, two co-teachers and one TA, to report to each other on what went well and vent about what was frustrating (Fixed and Fluid Elements). This was represented in the first part of the vignette. For me, it took about two sessions to be able to get a handle on the elements of Zoom that were unfamiliar (Milieu; Content). At one point I had to vent, “What was up with those stupid breakout rooms! We had it all set up and then, disaster!” The vignette revealed my frustration when technology I had prepared did not work how I expected and my worry that if I appeared technologically incompetent, students would take that as an indicator of my credibility as a teacher educator (Pedagogical Intent; Value and Fragility of Relationships).

The wrestling with technology warranted a little venting, but my experience as a teacher and what I know about teaching higher education in particular also revealed my ability to relax and wait (Content Knowledge). Because of our past experiences with transitions in using technology to support teaching, such as Stefinee appreciating the affordances provided by email, I was able to be patient and willing to explore new possibilities as well as limitations of online learning (Value and Fragility of Relationships). I knew I was capable of learning how to teach
more effectively via Zoom, and indeed, later I reported that I “noticed fewer of these issues and began to feel more optimistic.” In the vignette, my willingness to learn new ways of teaching and use online tools was evidence of deepening teacher educator knowledge in a new setting (Milieu).

During reflecting, I also noticed some changes for the preservice teachers participating in the online course (Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief; Milieu). I observed that students seemed to enjoy participation in their small groups and engage more willingly in breakout rooms than I remembered them doing in an in-person setting. I noted the contrast, “In person, students often resent being forced to sit at a table in a group, when what they want to do is divvy up tasks and get out of class early.” (Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief; Content Knowledge; Value and Fragility of Relationships). Some of the time, debriefing was a matter of “making sure everyone knew their jobs,” but in this case, the discussion during reflecting helped uncover ways the online course was both difficult and supportive of student learning (Value and Fragility of Relationships; Pedagogical Intent).

In the vignette, I critiqued my decision to rush through the directions and learning platform and considered myself to fall short. Even though Fixed Elements were in place, the directions and the platform, I did not handle as well the Fluid Elements. Since I am not perfect in my knowledge, this exemplar was significant because the students’ confusion was not immediately apparent to me and I ended up repeating a mistake that I had made before when I rushed and over-worried about time or bored students (Milieu, Content; Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief). Even though I “knew” from past experience that it was important to take some valuable class time to walk students through the learning platform and go over the directions to the assignments, I chose not to, went too fast, and had to stop and help confused
students. I needed to spend valuable time that supported and potentially repaired Relationships. In reflecting, I said, “I never seem to learn this … I guess I assume students know … and I look at their faces and they look so bored.” In the act of teaching, I did not always act on knowledge that I already understood about familiarizing students with the assignments and the learning platform, until student confusion or frustration recalled this knowledge to me (Content Knowledge; Milieu; Value of Relationships; Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief).

In the vignette, I was able to recognize that as a teacher educator it was important to take the time to walk through whatever questions students have because this is my opportunity to clarify Content. The vignette captured an instance when I did not recognize this and act on it while teaching. Only in debriefing did I recognize and remember the importance of taking the time to consider student learning of Content. I recognized as well the need to share my screen and show students where they could access homework, articles, and other resources on the learning platform (Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief). While not discussed in the vignette, this kind of evaluation could inform a future iteration of the class, and I could eliminate some stress, rush, and confusion by building an explanation of the course resources and assignments into the course design as a Fixed Element.

In the vignette, it was revealed that our debriefing and discussion between sessions often focused on our concerns about Relationships with students in this new Milieu. Stefinee related how one student that we had been concerned about was actually fully participating with her group, even though we could see that she often dropped out of the Zoom meetings. Stefinee said, “You know how we’ve been worried about Allie? Such a relief! I was really worried about her participation and how her group was doing.” For the most part, all students were able to participate with both video and audio for the majority of each session. This experience was
another good reminder that the fast internet connection I enjoyed in my community was not the
same as Allie’s spotty connection, and online capacity may vary widely for class participants
(Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief).

Circling back around to theoretical underpinnings, I recognized while reflecting that
some of the uncertainty of the course design could have been eliminated if we had relied more on
direct instruction (Knowledge of Theory; Pedagogical Intent). By choosing a project-based
design and providing time for students to collaborate together, I already knew it could “get
messy.” However, in planning we had decided that this shift to an online course would not affect
the main purposes of the course and its foundations in sociocultural theory. In teaching, we had
already committed to supporting students in collaborating together on their projects and provided
them with the resources, time, interaction, and teaching required to be successful. Upon
reflection, I said, “Our class might not be as glossy but not because we did not have the skill.”
Indeed, by adding more Fixed Elements we could have removed some uncertainty and
messiness. Stefinee’s response reaffirmed what we had set out to do at the start, “Theory matters.
A commitment to sociocultural teaching is revealed in your choices and actions as a teacher.”

Summary of Teacher Educator Knowledge in Reflecting

In summary, during those experiences when we reflected on the online course, the seven
strands of teacher educator knowledge were represented: Content Knowledge, Fixed and Flexible
Elements, Knowledge of Milieu, Pedagogical Intent, Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief,
Value and Fragility of Relationships, and Theory Matters. The strands were revealed throughout
analysis of the field data, while composing the vignette, and in unpacking the vignette. While all
seven strands of teacher educator knowledge were present while reflecting about the course,
some strands were more evident than others. I will consider each strand and how it emerged during reflection.

**Knowledge of Content.** The expertise a teacher educator holds on subject matter, engaging preservice teachers with the subject matter, as well as personal practical knowledge gained from past experience is conceptualized as knowledge of content. While evaluating teaching that occurred or the intended outcomes of a course design, this knowledge emerged. The strand was not as visible since many decisions about what content to include were made and had been tested in previous iterations of teaching the course. Rather, the strand was understood to be present in the vignette as we evaluated how technology was working, how student relationships were thriving, and how projects and activities were functioning. I drew forward subject matter knowledge and attended to how students’ new knowledge was being shaped. During experiences of debriefing or reflecting, we noticed that we were tracking content knowledge in terms of how the activities were helping students meet our pedagogical intents, how the knowledge and beliefs of preservice teachers were shifting in the ways we wanted them to, and whether the fixed and fluid elements operated in support of their learning.

**Knowledge of Fixed and Fluid Elements.** This strand refers to the areas of course design that can be planned and set in place and those elements that are allowed to vary so that the teacher educator can be responsive in the moment to student learning. Decisions about fixed and fluid elements were made in planning, in the moments of teaching, and continued to be attended to in reflecting. Indeed, reflecting on the course became an important step in uncovering teacher educator knowledge because I was involved in discussions about how the course was working and whether or not students were learning the key ideas I wanted them to learn. In these discussions represented in the vignette, I pointed to glitches in student’s ability to access
materials and whether sufficient materials were available. Reflecting and debriefing were important moments for looking forward to the next iteration of this course, especially in terms of affordances and constraints of fixed and fluid elements. I recognized that not everything could be anticipated. In the vignette, changes were made to the fixed elements of the course between sessions such asking the practicing teacher to join by Zoom and offer feedback to the students’ curriculum projects one additional time. This strand naturally entwined with milieu and pedagogical intent.

Knowledge of Milieu. Attention to milieu is evident in my awareness of the cultural context and environment of learners as they interact with the teacher and the content (Schwab, 1973). In the reflecting vignette, this strand was evident in my concern about how to improve technology use, communication, and assignments and make appropriate adjustments for teaching online. In particular, I was aware of milieu when adjusting assignments and evaluating group work. Thus, milieu was closely related to decisions related to content, theory, preservice teacher knowledge and beliefs, fixed and fluid elements, and the value of relationships.

Knowledge of Pedagogical Intent. I realized during reflecting that attention to pedagogical intent, whether or not activities were meeting their learning purposes, allowed me to simultaneously attend to content, fixed and fluid elements, milieu, preservice teacher knowledge and belief, and theory. This is because discussion of whether students met the pedagogical intent for a given activity involved the alignment of the other strands. Attention to pedagogical intent in reflecting enabled me as a teacher educator to appraise and evaluate the success of individual activities and how they were working collectively in promoting student learning. This strand was evident when I questioned how assignments and groups were functioning and if desired outcomes were being met. Indeed, it was during reflection that I recognized an additional reason
for having students prepare and deliver presentations was because of the real possibility that even elementary teachers may have to do that. Thus, the knowledge about the pedagogical intent of activities in the course was a strand that emerged explicitly during planning, observed and adjusted during teaching, and served as a tool for evaluation after sessions and after the course was complete. This strand related to all the other strands.

**Knowledge of Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief.** This refers to my understanding that my preservice teacher students already have personal experiences, practical knowledge, and textbook knowledge about teaching. In reflecting within my role as a teacher educator, I attended to whether the teacher education practices I was engaged in that were particularly attuned to supporting integration, change and growth in preservice teacher knowledge and belief as they were becoming teachers. I was very aware of this as I was preparing for the course and while teaching the course. But in analyzing my reflections on the course, I realized I was especially attuned to this strand because I was constantly evaluating preservice teachers’ progress in acquiring the knowledge and belief about teaching English learners that would be most helpful in their teaching. In reflecting, this strand was evident as I made decisions of how to support the preservice teachers now that students were engaged with me, the content, and the course assignments within a real-time milieu. Thus, this strand was often entwined with knowledge of relationships, milieu, theory, and content.

**Knowledge of Theory.** This strand refers to my understanding of theories of learning based in interaction and language as they inform my decisions in course design to engage preservice teachers in sociocultural pedagogical practices, model them, thus laying the groundwork for them to employ sociocultural learning practices with the students they will teach. My knowledge of theory was often implicit in reflecting such as when we considered some of the
changes we noticed in the shift from in-person teaching to online. Looking back on the course allowed me to explicitly consider theory and recognize intentional choices of content and design that were based in a commitment to sociocultural teaching. The strand of theory is strongly connected with the other strands of teacher educator knowledge and is often implicit such as in discussions that seem to be focused on pedagogical intent, relationships, or preservice teacher knowledge.

Value and Fragility of Relationships. This strand is ever-present. As a teacher educator, I recognized the fundamental need to have relationships with preservice teachers and the fragility of these relationships as they deal with their life demands and requirements of the program. I was constantly aware of the importance of building connections between teachers and students and students with other students to create an optimal learning environment for meeting the goals of the course. This strand of knowledge emerged often while debriefing, revealing my attention to relationships in the course and also evidence of the importance of relationships between co-teachers. Debriefing after class had a dual purpose, therefore, of revealing the value of relationships among us as co-teachers and as an important step in completing the process of identifying pedagogical intent. By evaluating and reflecting between classes, I identified what kinds of course adjustments needed to happen, what technology issues needed improvement, and considered other issues that affected the relationships between students. It also became evident to me during debriefing sessions that I valued the relationships that were strengthened while co-teaching, as evidenced by Stefinee’s encouraging words, a trusting environment where it was safe to share where I felt my teaching was falling short, and an ongoing commitment to be positive with each other during a global pandemic, a time of heightened tension and demanding circumstances. The strand of knowledge of relationships is closely connected to theory, but was
also evident in evaluations of pedagogy, content, fixed and fluid elements, technology, and preservice teacher knowledge and belief.
CHAPTER 5

Discussion

In the previous chapter, the strands of teacher educator knowledge were represented in analytic narrative vignettes that captured the context of planning, teaching, and reflecting on my experiences moving a course previously taught in-person to an online format. After the vignettes were presented, they were unpacked to reveal the teacher educator knowledge strands embedded in them and reflective of the raw data of the study. Through this analytic process, I have identified seven strands of teacher educator knowledge that emerged. In the last chapter, I considered how the strands emerged in each context. In this discussion, I have turned to a more explicit description of each strand and considered how the context represented by an analytic narrative provided constraints and affordances in terms of my ability as a self-study of teacher education practice to reveal what I came to understand about teacher educator knowledge. Since this is a narrative self-study of practice focused on the goals of personal improvement as well as to inform the larger research community, in this discussion, I responded more holistically to the initial research question, “What does my transition to online teaching reveal about my teacher educator knowledge?” while describing each of the seven strands of teacher educator knowledge.

This discussion revolves around an assertion made by Connelly and colleagues (1997) that “teacher knowledge and knowing affects every aspect of the teaching act” (p. 666). This assertion seemed to hold true for my experience here as a teacher educator shifting to teaching a course online as well. Since I was looking at shifts, both in-person and online teaching characteristics of teacher educator knowledge emerged. However, since my focus in this study was on the transition to online instruction, I have avoided as much as possible making claims about what I uncovered as representing the entirety of teacher educator knowledge generally. As
I explored each analytic narrative vignette, what became clear was the way the strands of teacher educator knowledge were entangled, connected, and integrated with each other. This was readily apparent in my analysis of each vignette. In this chapter, I discuss each of the strands of teacher educator knowledge that emerged in this study separately as a way to represent my findings more holistically.

**Teacher Educator Knowledge**

As a reminder, Vanassche and Berry’s (2020) description of teacher educator knowledge as “tacit, complex, often contradictory, situated, relational, and moral” (p. 181) was an important foundational description for understanding my own knowledge as a teacher educator. It reminded me that teacher educator knowledge was fundamentally concerned with the moral and the ethical and is represented here by statements concerning teacher educator responsibilities, obligations, and commitments. As I turned to each of the seven strands of teacher educator knowledge, I recognized how my definitions, exemplars, and perspectives are thoroughly situated in my own complex, moral, and social context.

In addition, Berry’s (2007) explication of the tensions that teacher educators negotiate in their teaching informed my thinking and analysis. As I explored and analyzed these strands, my own identity and commitments as a teacher educator became evident in the shift to teaching online but were important to me for both contexts, in person and online. Because I was exploring the ways my engagement in online instruction revealed my teacher educator knowledge and the shifts in that knowledge, I realized that much of the information in the seven strands would be similar whether teaching in person or online. However, I realized the context of the online setting made me hyper-aware of features within each strand. For example, my intensified focus on the value and fragility of relationships and how they were explicitly attended to in new ways, such as
my use of the three-person groups and extended project-based work, it was also present in my considerations about theory and in my critical attention to pedagogical intent. I also realized that this careful consideration and analysis of my teacher educator knowledge was an aid to strengthening my teacher educator identity and deepening my commitments.

As I analyzed the vignettes, the strands all became evident, some more apparently than others. I noted episodes of relationship building, preservice teacher beliefs, my engagement with students and with the content, and my core attention to theory, especially my understanding about sociocultural learning, learning online and using technology, and the interplay of the commonplaces of teacher, student, milieu and curriculum in action. Uncovering my teacher educator knowledge made me more aware of my purposes and pedagogical intent behind instructional decisions I was making. It provided me with new understandings and strategies for analyzing my actions and interactions with students and curriculum. My descriptions of teacher educator knowledge are probably not comprehensive and were never intended to present a “best” way to teach an online course; but rather, this process helped me learn from my decisions in the actions of planning, teaching, and reflecting, uncover what I really understand and know about preparing preservice teachers, and clearly revealed my commitments and obligations as a teacher educator.

In this chapter, I explored individually the seven strands of teacher educator knowledge, which are Content Knowledge, Fixed and Flexible Elements, Knowledge of Milieu, Pedagogical Intent, Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief, Value and Fragility of Relationships, and Theory. Because I considered them separately, unlike in the previous chapter as an aid to analysis, I did not use an italicized font for the titles of the strands of teacher educator knowledge. To communicate these strands of teacher educator knowledge in my transition to
teaching online, I have first defined the strand generally, showed how it operates in terms of planning, teaching and reflecting, and ended with an explanation of how this knowledge informed my identity and commitments as a teacher educator.

**Content Knowledge**

The expertise a teacher educator has acquired on subject matter is an important beginning for exploring a teacher educator’s knowledge. Much like the various explanations of teacher knowledge founded on Shulman’s (1986) articulation of its components, teacher educator knowledge of content, learning, and teaching are fundamental yet not all of what it is comprises. A teacher educator also has subject matter knowledge that includes an understanding of potential challenges or difficulties as well as ease. This means teacher educators have knowledge of subject matter, what is essential for preservice teachers to know and where the potential points of struggle may arise. Some of this knowledge was developed in their undergraduate preparation, in their further study of the content, as well as personal practical knowledge gained from past experiences teaching or in other fields.

During planning, my content knowledge was not often explicitly articulated, likely because the content of this course had already been made in previous iterations of the course. However, as I analyzed the data, it became evident to me that I was making curriculum decisions based on my knowledge of the content, even if it was not explicit. Therefore, my prior experiences teaching the course and knowledge of evidence-based practices for supporting adult learners and preservice teachers informed my decisions about course design. During teaching, my understanding of the content of the course enabled me to gauge how students were learning and experiencing the activities and the content in the class. In these interactions with students, I was reminded that teacher educators require a deep knowledge of the subject matter in order to
be ready, in the moment, to move preservice teachers forward in their own learning (Shulman, 1986). During experiences of reflecting, it was evident that a teacher educator’s knowledge of pedagogical applications of technology was important for supporting students in their learning.

This strand made clear to me my own obligations as a teacher educator toward the preservice teachers I taught. In the dialogue with my critical friend that was fundamental to my analysis and through the construction and analysis of the narrative vignettes, I articulated my own commitment to be a teacher educator who knows the subject matter well, not for myself in a competitive sense of knowing the most, but so that I can better assist preservice teachers as they move forward in their own learning. As with Schwab’s (1973) commonplaces of teacher, student, milieu, and content, the analysis revealed that I seek the ability to make purposeful pedagogical decisions in planning, teaching, and reflecting, particularly in the moment so that it can guide me in tailoring curriculum for a particular student in a particular context. Examination of this strand highlighted for me the value of content knowledge and a recognition of the deep knowledge of content, pedagogy, and teaching that teacher educators have to offer.

**Fixed and Fluid Elements**

Knowledge of fixed and fluid elements is an important strand of knowledge for teacher educators. It refers to the details, requirements, and documents of course design that are set in place when a course is designed and must be available. When careful and appropriate identification of the necessary fixed elements is made, that then frees up space so that in the moment teacher educators can adjust during the teaching of the course. While present in all course design, including in-person and online classes, decisions about fixed and fluid elements are fundamentally important in online contexts, because it is only if those are in place that the teacher educator has the luxury of flexibility. This strand is informed by a teacher educator’s
theoretical stance and understanding about how preservice teachers move forward in their learning and what they will need in terms of content, activities, study, support, and interaction.

During planning, I attended very explicitly to the content, materials needed, activities, schedule and other decisions that could be made in advance. Especially given the upheaval of teaching during a global pandemic, I knew how vital it was to make the content of the course accessible to students both by being clear with directions and making resources easily available.

During teaching, there was evidence that the fixed and fluid elements aided the instructor’s ability to forestall confusion, allow for flexibility to make quick adjustments to activities, or be responsive in moments of instruction. However, my examination and analysis highlighted how imperative it is to have in place the fixed elements in order to make space for fluid responses.

Significantly for teacher educators, for online course design and teaching, both fixed and fluid elements must be carefully attended to before the course begins, even more than when teaching in person. During reflecting, decisions about fixed and fluid elements were examined as glitches arose and were resolved, and determination about potential additional fixed elements were made.

During reflection, I examined fixed and fluid elements as I looked ahead to future iterations of the course, especially in terms of the affordances and constraints that were uncovered while teaching.

This strand of teacher educator knowledge was an important area for me to consider. I learned that not everything could be anticipated. As a teacher educator, I already knew this, but by naming this knowledge and recognizing the choices I had made about what to fix and what to allow to vary in terms of course design, I was able to make pedagogical decisions in the moment and spend more of the time spent in class supporting students and offering feedback rather than dealing with issues of insufficient resources or an unclear schedule. I recognized that the
knowledge of how to wisely attend to fixed and fluid elements helps teacher educators honor their obligations to preservice teachers and the students their preservice teachers will someday teach.

**Knowledge of Milieu**

Knowledge of milieu is based on Schwab’s (1973) conception of how teachers and learners interact with the content in a given milieu. For teacher educators, their milieu is often the context of an institution of higher education as well as public school classrooms they are preparing their preservice teachers for. These dual contexts of a teacher educator’s milieu add additional layering of context. This is relevant as teacher educators make decisions within that milieu since it offers both affordances and constraints. In particular, I was aware of creating activities such as creating real curriculum for a practicing teacher and using resources that I felt supported preservice teachers in gaining insights into the milieu of classroom teaching. However, an additional reality of this milieu was that at my institution, this course now had to be taught in an online format and preservice teachers would not be able to interact in public school classrooms.

During planning, this shift in teaching context caused me to consider even more carefully how to support students in creating their curriculum projects and in giving them experience and practice using online tools themselves. During teaching, students joined class via Zoom and all of us, preservice teachers and instructors, were experiencing unusual challenges because of the global pandemic. This jarring shift in milieu forced me to consider even more carefully how students were doing and monitor frequently their understanding and ability to access materials or connect with classmates. As I reflected between each session and after the course was complete, I gained insights about how to improve technology use, communication, and assignments and
make appropriate adjustments for teaching online. My knowledge of milieu helped me adjust
assignments and evaluate group work.

Even though I could usually see students’ faces on-screen while teaching, the online
context at times made me feel even more separated from students. Because of this added effort to
read moods and faces and gauge understanding, I recognized that this high level of presence is
difficult to sustain, and this led me to wonder about other ways to improve the online milieu for
both students and teachers. One other relevant realization I had as I examined this strand of my
teacher educator knowledge was that preservice teachers now need learning experiences in
remote learning, including how to organize a class, communicate online, and present and teach
content. In my past understanding of preparing preservice teachers, I never would have
conceived that preservice teachers, even elementary education majors, would need preparation
for potentially teaching a class from a distance. In the shift to teaching online during a global
pandemic, I gained understanding about the significance of milieu for teacher educators,
preservice teachers, and for the students they would one day teach.

Pedagogical Intent

Pedagogical intent was conceptualized by Allman and Pinnegar (2020) as the efforts of a
course designer to identify the intended learning experience desired and align the content
delivery and the learning activity accordingly. When a designer carefully considers the goals of a
learning task, then decisions about required content and a choice of pedagogical or digital tools
can be more strategically selected. One of the understandings that was uncovered was that when
pedagogical intent emerged in my analysis, it was accompanied with concerns regarding content,
fixed and fluid elements, milieu, preservice teacher belief and knowledge, value and fragility of
relationships, and theory: all of the strands of teacher educator knowledge.
During planning, my attention to pedagogical intent led me to make critical decisions before class even started such as reducing the number of assignments, determining how students would collaborate, and the prioritizing of content. Knowledge of this strand then can assist teacher educators in moving forward the thinking and learning of preservice teachers by careful articulation of the pedagogical intent of each learning experience and the consideration of what needs to be present for the experience to meet the intent. During teaching, I considered pedagogical intent as I monitored how activities were working, how well students were engaging, and if the goals were being met. I began to understand pedagogical intent as a way to attend to the particular and the global simultaneously. It provided a tool to evaluate the purposes of the course being enacted by students in the context of a specific learning task in a particular session with particular content. Attention to pedagogical intent in reflecting allowed me as a teacher educator to consider the success of individual activities and how they were working collectively in supporting student learning and pointed toward actions I could take to repair or better meet the learning goals of the course.

A teacher educator’s knowledge of pedagogical intent is a distinct asset for designing coursework, gathering content that is relevant and supportive of preservice teacher learning, and managing the tensions between all the decisions being made in the moments of teaching. I recognized during analysis of this strand that I have an ongoing commitment to improving my own teaching practice. A deep understanding of pedagogical intent supports teacher educators as they bring together content, fixed and fluid elements, milieu, preservice teacher knowledge and belief, relationships, and theory. Pedagogical intent is the kind of knowledge that enables teacher educators to make fine-tuned decisions about activities and course design that are otherwise difficult to pinpoint or adjust.
Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief

Teacher educator knowledge of preservice teacher knowledge and belief likely varies widely given the range of experience and education of teacher educators. For me, my knowledge of preservice teacher knowledge and belief stems from a recognition that preservice teachers have personal experiences that brought them to choose teaching as a profession and that they already know a lot about teaching. It also stems from the fact that I was a practicing teacher so that I recognize often how my preservice teachers are positioning themselves, the beliefs they hold, and the knowledge strengths and deficits they potentially bring to teacher preparation. In my role as a teacher educator, I want to welcome their personal experiences, practical knowledge, and textbook knowledge about teaching and engage them in practices that are particularly attuned to supporting integration, change, and growth in preservice teacher knowledge and belief as they become teachers (Clandinin, 2000).

During planning, I chose activities and content based on my understanding of the knowledge and belief that preservice teachers would bring to the course. In the context of this course, I made decisions about the course design and resources to be made available while remembering what preservice teachers had already learned about English learners, literacy, and what myths or assumptions they were likely to still hold regarding second language acquisition or the English learners they would someday teach. During teaching, I interacted directly with students, listening to their insights, connections, confusions, and perspectives in order to help shape and reshape the knowledge they already had. During reflecting, I often found myself evaluating preservice teachers’ progress in acquiring the knowledge and belief about teaching English learners that would be most helpful in their teaching. I noticed that by having fixed and fluid elements of the course prepared in advance, I was able to engage with students in
productive ways and find helpful resources quickly to aid and support their development of activity centers and deepen their knowledge of teaching English learners.

As I learned more about my own knowledge of this strand, I recognized my commitment to honoring preservice teacher perspectives, ideas, questions, and growth. It is significant that before I even met the preservice teachers I would be teaching, I was able to make informed decisions about course design based in my past experience preparing preservice teachers and based on a stated commitment to support and engage preservice teachers in whatever way they are ready to learn. I believe my comfort with this stance has grown as I also have grown in my knowledge as a teacher educator. More and more, I see that knowledge of how to gauge and support preservice teachers wherever they are in their thinking and learning can improve teacher educators’ ability to pull forward preservice teachers’ prior knowledge, integrate and expand it in preparing them to teach.

Value and Fragility of Relationships

Most teacher educators understand that relationships are fundamental to strong teacher education (Kitchen, 2005). Therefore, it was not surprising to me that this emerged as a strand of knowledge. However, the new understanding that was uncovered in this study were the descriptors of value and fragility. As I worked on this course in all phases of planning, teaching, and reflecting, a fundamental concern was always targeted at the relationships, how they were shaping up, how they were threatened, how they could be bolstered. I have always been aware that relationships were important but in shifting to teaching online, I recognized the vital importance of this strand of knowledge. This strand of knowledge emerges from my understanding of the value of building connections between students with the teacher and also students with each other in order to create an optimal learning environment. The fragility of
relationships refers to a recognition that no matter how much preparation or experience a teacher educator may have, a thriving classroom community is dependent on many factors out of the teacher educator’s control. In the context of this course, a course design based in sociocultural theory was expressly chosen as an evidence-based pedagogy for supporting preservice teacher learning and also for supporting English learners in developing literacy and language.

During planning, even though I had not yet met the students, I was thinking ahead about how to help relationships flourish even in a quick five-week online course. I made the decision at the beginning to have students spend at least an hour of our time together working in small three-person breakout room groups. Preservice teachers later voluntarily commented on how important that was to their learning. It had value for teaching because students could support each other, and their strong relationships could potentially carry them across difficulties they might have in learning. During teaching, I invited questions and openness in order to support learning and try to create a tone in the class that welcomed participation. This work during teaching is all-consuming as a teacher educator makes quick adjustments in the moment and constant decisions about when to listen, when to intrude, when to redirect, or when to push thinking. During reflecting, I constantly referred to relationships and my own role as the teacher educator and the roles of students, trying to meet my obligations to them and direct them to meet their obligations to each other and to the goals of the course.

A commitment to supporting relationships and attending to their value and fragility was evident through all my decisions in the course. Choices about my presence or absence of interaction with students revealed that this was uncertain work. According to Vanassche and Berry (2020), the theoretical knowledge a teacher educator holds is “brought to life through … actions in practice” (p. 189). From the beginning, I articulated a commitment to communicating
expectations, inviting trust, giving ample time for groups to work together, and designing the course activities around much repeated and multiple opportunities to collaborate, discuss, and interact. I recognized that in holding this commitment to relationships, I also must invite the uncertainty and fragility of whether or not these connections will be taken up and thrive along with it. Also, in this uncertainty, I recognize a commitment to enacting and modeling sociocultural relational pedagogy as much as I am able—even knowing I am not perfect at it and that it invites uncertainty—because otherwise students will never really know how these pedagogies can be taken up in a classroom.

Especially given this context of an online environment, student questions were one of the most important windows into student thinking and also for establishing and supporting teacher-student relationships. As teacher educator, I do not want to fall into the trap of telling students best ways to do things and not at least try to enact those ways myself. This is a vulnerability inherent in this strand of knowledge. Teacher educator choices involved in teaching may have many purposes but are often fundamentally about navigating the value and fragility of the relationships that need to be present for preservice teachers to learn.

**Theory Matters**

Teacher educator knowledge of theory refers to understandings about the nature of knowledge and how learning occurs. In particular, both this course and my own actions as a teacher educator are informed by a sociocultural approach to learning and an understanding of how preservice teachers and adults learn and shift in their thinking. The course design and my own actions also reflected the importance of engaging preservice teachers in theory-based practices for English learners.
During planning, theory was fundamental in making decisions related to pedagogy, technology, content, and student engagement. From the project-based course design to the reduced size of groups in breakout rooms, these decisions were all about how to set up an online classroom in order to model for students those pedagogies best for helping English learners engage in reading, writing, listening and speaking using academic language and for preservice teachers to have ample opportunity to talk about their own thinking and interact frequently with the content and activities in the course. During teaching, we explained to students how the course was designed along principles of sociocultural theory, both as a way to model these pedagogies and to make explicit our own commitment to learning as a social act. During reflecting, a deep understanding of the theory driving my practice was useful as I looked back to consider how choices of content and design may have met the goals of the class or may be improved.

Before teaching the course, I initially did not identify theory as a strand of teacher educator knowledge. However, when I reviewed the first data I collected, almost the first sentences were about commitments to theory. I recognized that while I have long taught these courses that have been designed according to sociocultural theoretical principles, my own teacher educator knowledge of theory was deepened as I attended to pedagogical intent of activities and especially during the challenge of shifting to teaching online in the context of a global pandemic. While I had already had experience moving one of the TELL courses into an online format, this experience led me to really consider the constraints and affordances of creating communities of practice in online settings. Even though it may be easier to just deliver content, teacher educators should be able to identify the theories behind their assumptions about teaching and learning and their own content. Teacher educators cannot separate their commitment and understanding of how important particular pedagogical practices are for
moving preservice teacher knowledge forward and for helping these beginners gain knowledge of theoretically-based teaching and learning.
CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

I began this research with a concern that in light of the recent accelerated shift from in-person to online teaching, much of what teacher educators know about creating optimal curriculum for preservice teachers may be lost in the rush. In a current environment of mandated online teacher education, in which teacher educators are expected to easily and quickly transfer their knowledge of preparing preservice teachers to an online context, the research community needs to be able to articulate the teacher educator knowledge that is most efficacious as they adapt or design their courses to online formats. Currently, the research community does not have detailed or codified accounts of this kind of knowledge (Vanassche & Berry, 2020). By uncovering, describing, and looking at various components of teacher educator knowledge that emerges in the shift to providing teacher education online, I hoped to make a contribution to the research conversation on teacher educator knowledge in teacher education.

Revisiting the Purpose and Question

In a framework of relational teacher education, both the teacher educator and the preservice teacher have obligations and contributions to make to the success of the learning (Kitchen, 2005). Pedagogical practices that teacher educators expect preservice teachers to use in their future practice must be experienced and modeled during teacher education coursework, in particular those practices that will “draw forward students’ own experiences as a basis for building on and developing their knowledge, skills, and dispositions and generating knowledge in preparation to be teachers” (Cutri, Whiting, & Bybee, 2020, p. 55). In addition, I wanted to give a careful accounting of those teacher education practices particularly attuned to changing
preservice teacher belief and disposition that are important for supporting teacher educators as they engage in curriculum making for online teacher education.

This study was undertaken as a self-study of teacher education practice in order to both improve my own practice in the move to online teaching and uncover understandings or themes of teacher educator knowledge. Since much of teacher educator knowledge is tacit and embodied, I chose to engage in a self-study of practice during a shift in practice, since such shifts in practice are often successful points of discovery for making visible what we know (Pinnegar & Hamilton, 2009). During the spring of 2020 in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic and at an institution of higher education, I was preparing to teach a course to preservice teachers on integrating content with language and literacy for English learners. At the end of winter semester of 2020, all students were sent home to their permanent addresses, and were unable to attend classes in person or visit public school classrooms through spring term.

In this context, I took up the opportunity to examine my teacher educator knowledge as I engaged in decisions about content, curriculum design, implementation, and instruction of a course I had often taught before in person. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to explore teacher educator knowledge as I, interacting with a critical friend, moved from curriculum-making for in-person courses to curriculum-making for an online course. Through the gathering of data and interactions with a critical friend during planning, teaching, and reflecting on the course, I composed three analytic narrative vignettes in order to analyze and represent particular strands of teacher educator knowledge that had emerged in ongoing data collection and analysis.

The research question that guided my study was, “What does my transition to online teaching reveal about my teacher educator knowledge?”
Results

Seven strands of teacher educator knowledge emerged from the data in the process of planning, teaching, and reflecting on the course. These strands of teacher educator knowledge were identified as I analyzed the data gathered in planning, teaching, and reflecting on the course and then used the data and my analysis as a basis for composing three analytic narrative vignettes (Erickson, 1986; Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2018). The three vignettes, one representing each phase (planning, teaching, reflecting), captured the seven strands of teacher educator knowledge.

All seven strands were present in each narrative vignette and were unpacked, defined, and explicated in context of the vignettes in Chapter 4. The seven strands that emerged as relevant teacher educator knowledge were Content Knowledge, Fixed and Fluid Elements, Knowledge of Milieu, Pedagogical Intent, Preservice Teacher Knowledge and Belief, Theory Matters, and Value and Fragility of Relationships. In Chapter 5, I returned to a more specific discussion of each strand of teacher educator knowledge and how it varied based on which context it occurred in (planning, teaching, reflecting). I defined and explained the strands of teacher educator knowledge more holistically as a way of turning my newly articulated thinking back to my own practice in an online context and then turning my knowledge outward to inform the larger research community (LaBoskey, 2004).

As I took up the discussion of each strand, I recognized that I had made certain commitments to preservice teachers that I also included in my discussion of teacher educator knowledge. As LaBoskey (2004) suggests, understandings that are uncovered by teacher educators in relationship to practices become a source of motivation and a commitment to improving practice based on what was learned. This is because the ultimate obligation as teacher
educators is not merely to the preservice teachers they teach, but to their students as well (Arizona Group, 1997).

**Implications for Future Research**

Further investigations into teacher educator knowledge could explore the strands of teacher educator knowledge in studies that looked at field experiences and placements, as well as other in-person and online contexts. For example, in this study, context was important with some strands being especially valuable for carrying out the goals and purposes of the course. Teacher educator knowledge of fixed and fluid elements was potentially even more important in online contexts since teacher educators must make many informed decisions about a course in advance in order to tailor curriculum and open space in the moment of teaching to support preservice teachers in their learning. Thus, explorations into how the strands of teacher educator knowledge are enacted in other settings would be useful.

Because teacher education is fundamentally relational, moral and ethical concerns are always present. Therefore, explorations into the ways in which moral and ethical concerns shape and constrain teacher educator knowledge could lead to a deeper and more nuanced understanding of how the moral and ethical are involved in teacher educator knowledge and decision making. This study uncovered my teacher educator knowledge. I was raised by teachers and I bring to teacher education my experience and knowledge as a preservice teacher prepared in a university-based program, experienced in teaching in public school and in a residential setting, and work as an adjunct teacher educator and curriculum maker. However, other teacher educators bring different backgrounds and are engaged in curriculum making in teacher education in vastly different contexts. Studies that uncover their teacher educator knowledge can
inform the research conversation in teacher education as well as my knowledge as a teacher educator.

Also, in this study, I found that all the strands informed each other and were tightly related; therefore, it would be helpful to understand the interplay between different aspects of teacher educator knowledge, which are more fundamental, and what other strands would emerge. Since my understanding of these strands of teacher educator knowledge was situated my own complex, tacit, moral and relational context, it would also be beneficial for other teacher educators to identify and express their own teacher educator knowledge, so that other possibilities and perspectives on teacher educator knowledge could be conceptualized and deeper, more nuanced definitions expressed.

**Implications for Practitioners**

The positioning of teacher education within their institutions of higher education, differences in approach to educating preservice teachers and between university coursework and field experiences are inherent tensions that teacher educators live with. Despite these continuing tensions, teacher educators can choose to thrive in these environments (Berry, 2007). As teacher educators are more aware of their knowledge, I wonder how this would shift their practice. An understanding of teacher educator knowledge may also help teacher educators grapple with the complexity of teaching teachers to be student-centered and resisting “do as I say, not as I do” approaches to teacher education themselves (Kimmons, personal communication, November 2020). Indeed, articulated understandings of teacher educator knowledge may reveal those commitments and associated practices for supporting preservice teachers and motivate teacher educators to turn toward scholarship, education, and an integration of theory and practice and reflection (Kitchen, 2020). Teacher educators need to attend to ethical concerns to their students,
themselves, and their colleagues that are made visible in considerations of teacher educator knowledge. Further, they need to attend to moral concerns for institutions and scholarly communities of teacher education as well as the students their preservice teachers will teach (Pinnegar & Murphy, 2019). By recognizing and naming their teacher educator knowledge, teacher educators can sharpen and improve their practice as they design courses, including improvements in online teacher education, participate in constructing programs, and defend their programs in accreditation processes.

Additionally, teacher educator knowledge has important implications and applications to teacher professional learning. Teacher educators need to utilize models such as PICRAT that enable them to critique and improve their attention to technology and its uses in their courses, particularly online courses (Kimmons et al., 2020). It would be important to see how teacher educator knowledge may apply to the development of teacher professional learning programs and avenues of support for practicing teachers. Those involved in ongoing professional learning are often entrenched in their perspectives and their knowledge as teachers, but research on teacher educator knowledge could support those involved in teacher education and teacher professional development to identify their own teacher educator knowledge and help them grow as teacher educators.

Conclusion

This study added to the growing conceptualization of teacher educator knowledge as a complex, broad, personal, tacit, and situated body of knowledge that also ties together knowledge of subject matter, pedagogical skills, preservice teacher knowledge and belief, and also is situated in a moral stance of obligation to unseen children (Arizona Group, 1997; Dewey, 1929/2013; Vanassche & Berry, 2020). Teacher educators enact their teacher educator
knowledge to design learning experiences with the goal not of transferring their own knowledge but of supporting preservice teachers shape and reshape knowledge they already have (Clandinin, 2000).

This study underscored the importance of relationship building, preservice teacher beliefs, engagement with preservice teachers and with the content, and a core attention to theory, especially a deep theoretical knowledge of sociocultural learning, learning online and using technology, and the interplay of Schwab’s (1973) commonplaces of teacher, student, milieu and subject matter in action. In this narrative self-study of teacher practice, the work of uncovering teacher educator knowledge revealed theoretical bases and pedagogical intent behind instructional decisions, and provided new strategies for analyzing pedagogy, interactions with preservice teachers, and curriculum. The descriptions of teacher educator knowledge described in this study, though particular to one researcher, revealed obligations to preservice teachers that assisted this researcher in the process of planning, teaching, and reflecting on an online course. These identified strands of teacher educator knowledge helped the researcher specify knowledge essential in supporting preservice teacher learning and make evident important obligations and commitments.
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